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PRECIS■
In order to describe an inflationary process it is 
necessary to have some knowledge of how prices and wages are 
determined. Conventional economic theory has regarded prices 
(and wages) as reacting to the level of excess demand or supply 
in the commodity (labour) market. Investigations have shown, 
however, that especially in manufacturing industries prices are 
often determined by applying a profit margin to variable costs. 
Some wages are also "cost determined'1, as, for instance, in 
Australia where until recently the Commonwealth basic wage was 
adjusted quarterly to changes in the C, Series price index. A 
realistic analysis of inflation processes should allow for both 
cost and demand influences in price and wage determination.
The analysis of such a model reveals the fact that 
even if the system is stähle prices may over - or under - shoot 
equilibrium in the course of an inflationary process. Only if
wage earners’ and profit earners’ income claims (expressed 
through market mechanisms) are consistent (in the sense that if 
the claim of one groqp is, say, 59$ of the national product then 
the claim of the other is 41/0 will equilibrium be approached. 
Aggregate excess demand accompanied by excessive claims (e.g. 59$ 
+ 45$) will cause cost inflation in the sense in which I have 
used the term, and cost inflation results in prices rising to 
higher levels than would occur if claims were consistent. To­
wards the end of such a process excess supply will result un-
(iii)
less claims are reduced. Deficient claims accompanied by ex­
cess demand cause prices to rise to lower levels than would 
consistent claims, and these price rises would fail to wipe 
out the whole of the excess demand.
It would appear at first sight that these results 
would not hold if profit margins and wage adjustment coeffic­
ients (through which real income claims are expressed) were 
sensitive to excess demand and supply. Thus if profit mar­
gins fall when there is excess supply and rise when there is 
excess demand the only level of prices which can be maintained 
is the equilibrium level at which excess demand is zero. How­
ever, an analysis of the time path of a model possessing flex­
ible claims suggests that in many cases an over-shoot of equil­
ibrium will still take place (although the system eventually 
returns to equilibrium).
The problem of preventing inflation thus involves 
not only elimination of excess demand, but also control of 
claims. Conventional fiscal and monetary policies must then 
be accompanied by policies designed to reduce ex ante profit 
margins and wage margins.
The consistency of claims may be disturbed in an 
open economy, not only by spontaneous or induced changes in 
profit and wage margins, but as well by disproportionate 
changes in export and import prices and autonomous domestic 
demand. A rise in domestic demand v/ith import and export 
prices unchanged when accompanied by excessive claims may be
(iv)
treated in much the same way as was recommended for the closed 
economy, A rise in trade goods prices, however, presents 
problems of a different nature. If domestic demand is mani­
pulated in order to keep the domestic goods price level con­
stant, income earners in these industries will suffer a fall 
in real income. Prices and wages in domestic goods industries 
are constant whilst trade goods prices rise. This fall in 
real income would almost certainly be undesirable and measures 
to prevent trade goods prices rising relative to domestic goods 
prices would need to be adopted in conjunction with anti - 
inflation policies.
(v)
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PART A .
THE CLOSED ECONOMY
CHAPTER I
IMTROPUCTIOI
I take as the definition of inflation that given by 
Mr* Turvey in the Economic Journal.^
"...inflation is the process resulting from
competition in attempting to maintain total
real income, total real expenditure and/or
total output at a level which has become
physically impossible or in attempting to
increase any of them to a level which is
(2)physically impossible”.x
This wide definition is useful in the discussion 
which follows for I wish to describe inflationary mechanisms 
in which excess demand may not play the major role. For 
this purpose an excess demand definition of inflation, such 
as that given by L e r a e r ^  is inadequate.
The broad object of this thesis is to explore the 
mechanisms by which processes of price and wage increases 
may occur. It is thus essential to be able to formulate 
hypotheses about the way in which prices and wages are deter­
mined. Let us take, first of all, the problem of price 
determination.
(1) R.Turvey, "Some Aspects of the Theory of Inflation in a 
Closed Economy." Economic Journal. September, 1951» PP*534 
and 535.
(2) Some of the inflationary processes which I shall discuss 
arenot precisely covered by this definition. When there 
is a disagreement about shares of the national output an 
increased national product may not solve the problem. The 
relevance of this point will be apparent in Chapter III.
(3) A.P.Lerner,"The Inflationary Process", Review of Economics 
and Statistics.1Q4Q.p.194. He defines inflation as "an 
excess of demand over supply".
If we had precise knowledge of the ways in which 
businessmen determine their prices we could immediately write 
down a set of price functions and proceed with our inflation 
theory. Unfortunately there has not been sufficient con­
clusive empirical research to enable this to be done. In­
stead we must first examine the theoretical justifications 
for andempirical evidence of various types of price determin­
ation in order to decide what form our price functions should 
take. We shall find that there are at least three plausible 
hypotheses about price behaviour. Thus individual price 
levels may be determined by considerations of excess demand 
and supply (demand pricing, or a situation of flexible prices) 
by a formula based on the level of variable costs (cost pric­
ing) or by some mixture of both demand and cost pricing.
Demand pricing requires prices to be rising whenever 
there is excess demand and to be falling whenever there is 
excess supply. Thus, provided the system considered is 
stable, prices will move so as to eventually make excess de­
mand zero. It is not necessary that the adjustment to ex­
cess demand be instantaneous, but only that an adjustment of 
prices be always made whenever there is excess demand (or 
supply) and that such adjustment is in the direction necess­
ary to reduce excess demand (or supply). In other words 
there may well be a lag in the response of prices to excess 
demand so that demand pricing does not imply a continuous 
equilibrium with excess demand zero. This, incidently, 
means that we cannot take the existence of excess demand as 
evidence of a non-demand type of pricing.
Movement of prices towards an equilibrium with zero 
excess demand will be a feature of demand pricing. However, 
it will be shown in later chapters that cost determined prices
will usually rise (or fall) when there is general excess demand 
(or supply) in the rest of the system and in special circum- 
stances will approach a level which equates demand and supply.*' 
Thus there appears to "be nothing in the market behaviour of de­
mand prices to always distinguish them from cost prices.
The motiviation for demand pricing is generally cited 
as the desire for maximum profits. This argument is usually 
advanced on the basis of static models, and in such a context 
is unanswerable. However, if we allow for erratic short per­
iod changes in demand, and consider firms operating under some 
degree of imperfect competition, it may well be unwise for a 
firm to let its price move with every demand change, especially 
if many of such changes may be thought to be temporary. A firm 
in this situation may do better to keep its price fairly stable 
than to vary it with every change in demand, and thus avoid 
loss of custom to present or potential rivals. In this way it 
may maximise its profits over a given future period and profit
more than if they were maximised at every point of time. Such
(5)a policy may result in a non-demand type of pricing.w
Although we have suggested that demand pricing may 
not be the most profitable policy in the short run this does 
not imply that it will be profitable for prices to remain out 
of line with demand and supply conditions for long periods. 
However our analysis is essentially of a short term nature 
and if our models are to include demand pricing it is thus
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(4) See Chapters III, I¥ and V.
(5) For a discussion of these points see R.F. Harrod* The 
Theory of Imperfect Competition Revised, Economic Essays 
Macmillan & Co., 1952«
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necessary to give reasons for some prices to be demand deter­
mined in the short run. Perhaps the bestevidence for includ­
ing some demand determined prices in our models is that in some 
markets it is clear that conditions are present making for an 
absense of control over prices by individual (or a group of) 
sellers or buyers. Non-demand pricing involves control over 
price whereas demand pricing will exist where price determin­
ation is left to market forces. This situation is approxim­
ated in the case of some primary products; these commodities 
being sold by a large number of sellers to a large number of 
buyers.
Empirical studies have shown thatprices in some
manufacturing industries appear to be determined by a formula
(6)based on variable costs.' ' Thus these prices are arrived at 
by adding to variable costs a percentage allowance for profits 
and fixed costs. There have been suggestions that this per­
centage profit margin is sometimes constant, at least in the
(7)short r u n . P r i c e  determination by such a formula involving 
a fixed percentage profit margin shall be referred to as cost 
pricing.
I have already cited references to empirical research 
which appears to support the hypothesis that some prices are 
cost determined. Are there any arguments that may be used 
to reinforce this evidence? In the first place the argument
(6) R.L. Hall and J.H. Hitch: Price Theory and Business 
Behaviour, Oxford Economic Papers. No.2.
(7) R.L. Hall and J.H. Hitch: Ibid; P.W.S. Andrews: 
Manufacturing Business. Macmillan Is Co., London,19555 
B.M. Cheek: "Economic Theory and Industrial Pricing", 
Economic Record. August, 1949*
previously mentioned, which related to maximising profits over 
a given period, rather than at every point of time, suggests 
that demand pricing may sometimes he rejected. In such cir­
cumstances the convenience of a cost based formula may well 
make it a good candidate to fill the place of the cast-off 
demand criterion. A cost formula has the advantage that the 
price so determined will move roughly in line with general 
excess demand. It is shown in later chapters that when there 
is general excess demand, and provided there are some demand 
determined prices or wages in the economy, cost determined 
prices will move roughly in line with the demand elements in 
the system. The use of cost pricing will thus avoid the 
repercussions of fluctuations in demand which are peculiar 
to the product considered, but will keep the price of the 
product roughly in line with general demand and supply con­
ditions.
It is by no means definite that cost formulae are(8)always applied in an inflexible manner.v ' Thus in some 
cases a seller may wish to combine the convenience of a cost 
formula with the ability consciously to keep his price related 
to demand. There are at least two ways in which a producer 
may vary the rigid cost formula, which have the merit of 
keeping prices somewhat in line with demand:
(a) That to the price determined from a cost 
formula (with a rigid profit margin) is 
added (or subtracted) an amount varying 
with excess demand (or supply).
(b) That the profit margin is flexible and 
rises when there is excess demand and 
falls when there is excess supply for the 
product•
-  5 -
(8) I. Pearce: "A Study in Price Policy”, Economica.May.1956
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Method, (a) I regard primarily as a hypothesis to he
tested, rather than a price function justifiable on
empirical or analytical grounds. Moreover the use of this
function enables a simplification of the work of Chapter III,
strangely enough without committing us to the acceptance of(o)
the function as a plausible method of price determination.w  
Method (b), however, has often been cited as a variation of 
the cost formula which will give results closely allied to 
those of the pure demand formula. Thus if a producer
varies his profit margin every time there is excess demand 
or supply for his product the only price compatible with 
stability is the one which equates demand and supply. A 
model based on this type of price function and an analogous 
type of wage function is examined in Chapter V.
All this suggests that there are not sufficient 
grounds for rejecting any of the mentioned types of price 
determination. They may all exist side by side in the 
economy.
Much the same sort of conclusion can be reached with 
regard to wage determination. Demand wages involve an 
upward (or downward) adjustment of wages whenever there is 
excess demand (or supply) for labour. Cost determined 
wages are assumed to be based on some concept ofwage earners' 
cost of living, such as a retail price index. The wage 
adjustment coefficient is assumed to be constant.
(9) See Chapter III and Appendix B.
(10) l. Pearce: Op.Cit.
(11) Suppose the cost formula is Wage Rate = j (Price Level). 
Here "j" is the wage adjustment coefficient. I have 
also called "j" the wage margin.
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Let us look at Australian experience for evidence of 
various types of wage determination* There may have been 
both cost and demand wages in Australia in the early post 
war years* In that period most minimum wages were legally 
adjusted to "cost of living” (C series retail price index) 
changes* Some employers paid minimum legal wages, so that 
there were at least some cost determined wages in the system. 
However it was well known at the time that ”over-award” wages 
were often paid. These over-award wages had more relation 
to excess demand for labour than to the cost of living. Thus 
it is reasonable to include both cost and demand determined 
wages in our models.
Again two combinations of cost and demand adjustment 
seem plausibles
(a) That to the wage determined from a cost 
formula with a rigid wage adjustment 
coefficient is added (or subtracted) an 
amount varying with excess demand
(or supply).
(b) That the wage adjustment coefficient is 
flexible and rises when there is excess 
demand and falls when there is excess 
supply o-f t&kout»*
Type (a) could be envisaged as a method of paying 
over-award wages. The producer takes the award wage as a 
base and adds to it an amount varying with excess demand for 
labour. Type (b) could arise with some form of collective 
bargaining, the trade unions attempting to relate wages to 
the cost of living, but moderating their claims when there is 
excess supply and raising them when there is excess demand 
for labour.
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We are now in a position to discuss the aim of this 
work in greater detail. We have established that there are 
reasonable grounds for believing that in many economies the 
general price and wage levels both contain cost and demand 
elements. Inflationary processes in which these conditions 
are fulfilled will be examined for both closed and open 
economies. The object of this examination will be to 
determine whether such inflationary processes are materially 
different (and thus require different remedy measures) from 
the processes outlined by accepted theories of inflation.
Chapter II surveys various theories of inflation, 
touching on those aspects which are relevant to later work. 
This discussion provides a method of classifying inflation 
theories, and also demonstrates which combinations of cost 
and demand elements have not been explored. Chapter III 
treats processes of inflation in which the aggregate price 
level and wage level are determined partly by cost and 
partly by demand considerations. This model may be broken 
down into nine subsidiary models for different mixtures of 
cost and demand elements, and it is the task of Chapter IV 
to examine these nine models.
In Chapter V inflation with flexible profit margins 
and wage adjustment coefficients is reviewed. To complete 
part A (the closed economy) Chapter VI discusses the policy 
questions brought to light by the various inflation models#
Chapters VII and VIII, part B, apply the basic 
model of Chapter III in the context of an open economy# The 
problem of anti-inflation policy in an open economy is 
treated in Chapter IX.
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Definition«
The theories will assume that production takes place 
with labour as the only variable factor of production in the 
closed economy. In the ©pen case there are, in addition, 
such factors as exportables and imports.
Consequently we must have a market for commodities 
and a market for labour in the closed situation, and there 
may be excess demand or excess supply in either market.
There is equilibrium in a market when excess demand is zero 
in that market.
Another definition relevant to the state of the 
markets is the situation in which the models predict station­
ary prices and wages. Prices and wages are said to be at their 
stationary values when, according to the solutions of the models 
they cease to move. The wider term asymptotic values is used 
to cover the case in which exogenous changes are changing the 
static solution values of the system even though divergences 
from static solution values are zero* Figure I illustrates 
convergence to asymptotic values. These stationary or asymp­
totic values, as will be shown, may not be the same as equili­
brium values, in the sense in which I have defined these terms*
Methods of cost pricing involve claims for real
(12)income. A condition of complete consistency is said to
prevail when the claims of wage earners are such as to leave 
exactly the right proportion of the product to satisfy entre­
preneurs* claims. For instance if wage earners claim 45$ of
(l2) Taking the cost formula for wage determination of foot- 
note (11) g g J s t o  x . j. a ,  wage margin "a" ie thus
a real wage claim,
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the national income there is complete consistency of claims 
only if entrepreneurs claim 5 5 Internal consistency is 
achieved when profit earners* hehaviour is such as to imply 
only one real wage offer* Internal and complete consistency 
are distinguished in Chapter III, hut in later chapters, for 
simplicity internal consistency is always assumed to hold and 
we can then use the term consistency to mean complete consist-* 
cncy* It is shown in Chapters III and IV that these consist­
ency conditions can make equilibrium compatible with station­
ary prices and/or wages* The meanings of these definitions 
will become clearer when they are applied in later chapters*
-  11 -  
CHAPTER II
INFLATIONARY PROCESSES IN A CLOSED ECONOMY
In this chapter I wish t® outlin® and discuss soma
features of recent developments in the theory of inflationary
processes. This discussion will suggest the line of
development which is pursued in later chapters. Inflation
theory may he divided into two parts* the first explaining
why excess demand emerges and the second dealing with the
behaviour of prices and wages, given initial excess demand*
Thus the emergence of inflation is often discussed as a facet
of the trade cycle, of war, or of economic development. In
this sense Hickfs trade cycle t h e o r y ^  (inflation occurring
when the boom hits the full employment ceiling) and Harrod’s
(2)
growth modelv 1 (inflation being caused by the actual growth 
rate exceeding the warranted growth rate) give explanations 
of why excess demand should occur*
The inflation theories discussed below are of the 
second type. I have called them theories of the 
inflationary process. They seek to explain the mechanism by 
which prices and wages respond to excess demand (and some­
times also to cost changes). Thus they are not primarily 
concerned with the origin of excess demand, but with the 
behaviour of prices and wages after an initial shock assumed 
to come from outside the system. Theories of inflationary 
processes are usually short-run analyses in which full 
employment output is considered to be constant, whilst 
theories of economic development and of the trade cycle are 
long run analyses in the sense that the time period is too
(1) J.R, Hicks, A Contribution to the Theory of the Trade 
Cycle.Clarendon Press,London, 1950*
(2) R.F. Harrod, Towards a Dynamic Economics .Macmillan & Co., 
London,1948*
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long to justify the assumption that the labour force, 
capital stock, and output are constant•
There are four factors the behaviour of which it is 
necessary to analyse for a full explanation of an inflation 
process* These are output, demand, prices, and wages. It 
is proposed to discuss each factor in turn.
As has been stated it is usual to assume that real 
output is constant at full employment* This assumption is 
not unrealistic for many inflationary situations* If 
output does increase rapidly those prices and wages 
connected to excess demand will rise at a slower rate and to 
lower levels*
Either one of two demand functions are generally 
employed. Demand may be fixed solely in real terms or 
partly in real and partly in money terms* If demand is 
fixed in real terms, price and wage rises cannot reduce real 
excess demand* Therefore, if there is real excess demand 
with a fixed output, demand determined prices and wages will 
rise indefinitely* If demand is fixed partly in real and 
partly in money terms the possibility exists that excess 
demand will be eliminated by price rises* That is, as 
prices rise the real value of that part of demand fixed in 
money terms will fall, and there may be a finite price rise 
which will reduce the real value of excess demand to zero. 
Obviously both demand functions are feasible and it depends 
on the facts of a particular situation as to which should be 
used* Fixing demand in real terms implies that the author 
is interested in studying the speed of inflation, but fixing 
demand partly in real and partly in money terms implies 
interest in the nature and possibility of an upper limit to 
inflation as well as in the speed with which prices and wages 
rise*
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Price and Wage Behaviour.
It is convenient to discuss theories of inflationary 
processes under this heading as the most significant 
differences occur in the assumptions made about price and 
wage behaviour,
Keynes analysis of inflation in his pamphlet How to 
Pay for the War represents the beginning of recent attempts 
to explain how inflation works, '■*' Keynes did not use the 
term “inflationary gap" but he employed the concept which was 
later given this name. He argued that prices would rise in 
response to an excess demand for output. When prices rise 
"workers will press for higher wages, - with at least partial 
success.(4) Inflation thus proceeds with prices adjusting to 
excess demand and wage rises following price rises. Thus 
prices are assumed to be demand determined and wages to be 
cost determined.
It beoame usual to assume in inflation models that 
prices and wages were determined in the ways suggested by 
Keynes, Two years after the publication of How to Pay forj.
the War two separate analyses along these lines appeared.
-------  (5) (6)They were by Smithiesw  and Koopmans.
If an upper limit to inflation is possible in these 
models, given an initial shock, prices will rise to levels 
which equate demand and supply for commodities. Wages stop
(3) J.M, Keynes, How to Pay for the War .Macmillan Sc Co., 
London,1940,Chapter IX.
(4) Ibid, p,66,
(5) A. Smithies, "The Behaviour of Money National Income Under 
Inflationary Conditions".Quarterly Journal of Economics. 
November,1942.
(6) T. Koopmans, "The Ifynamics of Inflation".Beview of 
Economics and Statistics.May,1942•
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rising when prices reach equilibrium. There is then n© necess­
ity for wages to equate demand for and supply of labour as their 
movement has not been directly related to excess demand for lab­
our. Thus equilibrium is approached in the commodity maiket
(7)but not in the labour market.N
Duesenberry extended this type of model in I95O by
including cost determined as well as demand determined prices
(8)in his theory. ' Cost determined prices in a closed economy 
are adjusted to wages. Wages, as in previous models were assumed 
to rise and fall with the general price level. In this model 
Duesenberry found a tendency for prices to under-or over-shoot 
their demand equilibrium. As before cost adjusted wages do 
not necessarily move so as to ensure equilibrium in the labour 
market. If prices do over-shoot their demand equilibrium 
excess supply will result. Duesenberry thus concluded that 
there was a possibility of excess supply at the end of an in­
flation, and that this would result in either a breakdown in 
methods of price or wage fixation, or both, or that unemploy­
ment would develop.
The neglect of excess demand and supply conditions in 
the labour market was remedied by Bent H a n s e n . H e  formulated 
the concept of an ex ante factor gap which he defined as planned 
purchase of factors (labour) less the planned sales of factors. 
Wages are assumed to respond to this factor gap and prices to 
the inflationary gap in the commodity market. If an upper
(7) By "equilibrium” is meant a situation in which excess demand 
is zero.
(8) J. Duesenberry,"The Mechanics of Inflat ion”. Re view of Econom­
ics and Statistics. May,1950*
(9) B. Hansen, A Study in the Theory of Inflation. Allen k 
Unwin, London, 1951*
limit to inflation were possible in such a model prices and 
wages would tend to levels which ensure no excess demand or 
supply for either commodities or labour* In this purely 
demand determined model equilibrium may thus be achieved by 
both prices and wages. This does not imply any superiority 
of this model over the others mentioned, because the choice 
between different price and wage functions must rest on em­
pirical evidence. It does, however, suggest that it is 
always necessary to examine the stationary values of both 
prices and wages to see whether or not they satisfy equili­
brium conditions*
So far the models dealt with have all included some 
demand elements so that the primary role in the inflationary 
process is taken by excess demand* There are several serious 
attempts to explain inflation with models in which excess 
demand does not affect prices and wages* In 1945 Polak
(10enunciated a theory of inflation under price and wage control.
He legitimately ascribes movements in these variables to changes 
in costs when prices and wages are controlled on cost bases* 
Another such theory is that of Holsman. Unlike
Polak he deals with a situation of uncontrolled inflation. 
Inflation, he claims, is basically the result of a process 
whereby the various income groups try to increase or maintain 
their share of real national income* Once a displacement 
occurs prices and wages spiral upwards because profit earners
(10) J.J.Polak, "On the Theory of Price Control", Review of 
Economics and Statistics* February, 1945*
(11) F. Holzman,"Income Determination in Open Inflation",
Review of Economics and Statistics* May, 195^*
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and wage earners raise their money incomes in an attempt to 
prevent a loss of real income from themselves to the other 
group. Consequently both prices and wages are cost deter­
mined, because prices adjust to changes in wages, and wages 
adjust to general price movements. This theory emphasizes 
the redistributive aspect of inflation. However it entirely 
neglects the excess demand aspect except in so far as excess 
demand may have something to do with the initial shock. It 
is worth noting that in this case neither prices nor wages 
approach levels which equate demand and supply in their res­
pective markets, except by accident.
An attempt at classifying the existing theories
(12)was made by Turvey in 1951* He postulated four types of
inflation, namelys
Prices Wages
1. Cost Cost
2. Cost Demand
3. Demand Cost
4. Demand Demand
This classification is inadequate. For instance, 
it does not include Duesenberry’s model. This difficulty 
arises because Turvey confines himself to general price and 
wage levels which can be either purely cost or purely demand 
determined. This excludes a number of important cases in 
which the general price level or the general wage level con­
tain both cost and demand elements. Thus, for example, it 
may be argued that in Australia the prices of manufactured 
products are cost determined and the prices of primary pro­
ducts demand determined.
(l2) H. Turvey, "Some Aspects of the Theory of Inflation in 
a Closed Economy”, Economic Journal. 1951*
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If provision is made for these mixtures of cost and 
demand elements nine possibilities emerge:
Table I.
Demand and Cost Elements in the General Price and Wage Levels,
Prices Wases
1* Demand and Cost Demand and Cost
2. Cost Demand and Cost
3* Demand Demand and Cost
4* Demand and Cost Cost
5* Demand and Cost Demand
6* Cost Cost
7* Cost Demand
8* Demand Cost
9* Demand Demand
Case 8 describes the Keynes, Koopmans, Smithies model; 
case 4 the Duesenberry model; case 9 the Hansen model; and case 
6 the Polak, Holzman model*
Cases 6 - 9  correspond to Turvey*s classification of 
possible situations* Case 9 Is the pure demand case and case 6 
the pure cost case*
These nine cases exhaust the possible combinations of 
absence or presence of cost and demand element in the general 
price and wage levels* Thus if prices and wages are determined
either by cost or demand influences, or a combination of both, 
only nine types of inflation are possible* In Chapter IV
we shall be concerned with models representing each of these 
nine possible cases. However, it is case 1 which we shall study 
in detail.
(l3) Of course there may be numerous variations within each part­
icular type. Thus, for instance, we have touched on sev­
eral ways cost and demand influences may be combined*
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In the introductory chapter it was stated that one pur­
pose of the thesis was to compare the results of a model in which 
cost and demand elements are present in both aggregate price and 
wage determination with those of a model representative of con­
ventional theory* As we have seen authors of inflation theor­
ies have used widely differing assumptions about price and wage 
behaviour* Which of cases 2 to 9 should then be taken as re­
presentative of conventional theory? I have selected case 9 
(prices and wages flexible) for this purpose* The reasons be­
hind this choice are first that conventional micro-economic 
theory operates with such a model and secondly that anti-inflat- 
ion policy frequently is directed at the level of aggregate 
demand, and so must envisage demand responsive prices and wages*
/
CHAPTER III 
THE BASIC MODEL
We have established that there are nine possible com­
binations of cost and demand elements in price and wage deter­
mination* In this chapter we shall examine a model in which 
the aggregate price level as well as the general wage level 
contain both demand and cost elements, that is, a model which 
satisfies the requirements of case 1, Table I, P.17. It is 
called a general or basic model because it possesses a maximum 
of cost and demand elements, and because it is capable of being 
broken down into subsidiary models for limiting (zero) values 
of the cost and/or demand components.^
In Chapter I it was argued that as we could find no 
empirical or analytical reason for rejecting either cost or 
demand prices or wages, models containing all these elements 
warranted examination. It is not difficult to give instances 
of economies in which such mixtures of cost and demand elements 
appear. Take, for instance, the Australian economy in the last 
half of the 1940s. Prices of most primary products responded 
to excess demand, whilst thereis a strong suggestion that prices
(2)of manufactured products were cost determined. As for wages, 
it is well known that over-award rates were paid. Such wages 
presumably are at least partly responsive to demand conditions.
(1) In several respects the model is anything but general. In 
particular this is so in regard to the lag structure, see 
p.44 Appendix A, and the demand function used, see p. 25.
(2) B.M.Cheek,"Economic Theory and Industrial Pricing", Economic 
Record. August, 1949*
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However, many firms and institutions paid no more than the cost 
adjusted award wage, A. full analysis of the inflation that 
occurred in that period should recognise that both cost and de­
mand influences were present in the general price level and the 
general wage level,
I.
We shall now proceed to set up a simple model satis­
fying these requirements. It is assumed that the economy is 
closed and is at or above full employment with a constant real 
output limited by the inelasticity of the labour supply, (The 
analysis is of a short term nature in which investment is assum­
ed to be negligible in relation to total productive capacity and 
thus does not affect the level of output,) Labour is assumed 
to be the only factor of production, and units of output are so 
measured that each worker produces one unit in the period con­
sidered, The aggregation problem is ignored so that money 
national income is defined as the volume of production multiplied 
by the general price level. Other assumptions emerge later*
SYMBOLS
- The general price level, period t,
• The general wage level, period t,
- The level of aggregate money demand 
for commodities, period t,
L^ - The level of aggregate money demand 
for labour, period t,
Y - The level of money national income, 
period t,
Q - The volume of full employment output 
(* the total employable labour force).
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P r ic e  D eterm ination
(a )  Demand determ ined p rices*  Such p r ic e s  w il l  
r i s e  when th e re  i s  excess demand and f a l l  
when th e re  i s  excess supply . T his fu n c tio n  
may he w r it te n  -
P -  P t  t - 1
change in  
p r ic e
kl  (Dt - 1  “  ^ t - l ^
excess demand 
or supply
( i )
Where va^ue supply and D^_^ th e  value
o f demand l a s t  p e rio d  ( th e  most re c e n t in fo rm atio n  a v a ila b le  to
th e  p ro d u c e r) , k^ i s  a co n stan t re p re se n tin g  th e  p ro p o rtio n
(3)
o f th e  r e a c t io n  com pleted per tim e p e rio d , '  N a tu ra lly  th e
s h o r te r  th e  tim e in te r v a l  chosen th e  sm alle r i s  k^ .
(b ) Cost determ ined p rices*  I f  p r ic e s  a re  determ ined 
by adding a f ix e d  percen tage  allow ance fo r  f ix e d  
c o s ts  and p r o f i t  to  v a r ia b le  c o s ts  o f p ro d u c tio n , 
e i th e r  because i t  i s  decided  th a t  th i s  i s  th e  
most convenient method o f p r ic in g , o r because 
p r ic e s  a re  c o n tro lle d  in  th i s  fa sh io n , th e  p r ic e  
fu n c tio n  w i l l  b e , assuming wages a re  th e  only 
v a r ia b le  co s t o f p ro d u c tio n  -
P -  P t  t - 1 * 2  ^hWt - l  “  P t - 1 ^
where h i s  one p lu s  the  p r o f i t  m argin and 
k^ i s  a c o e f f ic ie n t  de term in ing  th e  s tre n g th
o f th e  re a c t io n . P r ic e s  r i s e  i f  hW^  P^_^
( 3) I t  i s  s im i la r  to  th e  "speeds o f ad ju stm en t” used  by Samuelson 
in  h is  exam ination  o f  th e  s t a b i l i t y  of m u ltip le  m arkets, P,A, 
Samuelson*"Foundations o f Economic A n a ly sis” ,H arvard U niver­
s i t y  P re s s , Cambridge, 1953» P#271*
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(c) Demand and cost determined pricess It has been 
suggested in the introductory chapter that some 
firms may charge prices which vary with both 
cost and demand changes.^ Two types of price 
determination along these lines were dealt with 
and it was noted that there were other possible 
methods. Here we shall restrict ourselves to 
the case in which the rigid cost formula is 
varied by adding (or subtracting) an amount 
proportional to the excess demand (or supply) 
for the product. This behaviour is described 
by the following equation*
pt - V l  ■ kl <Dt-l - + k2 n  - Pt-1>.....(3)
k, and k0 represent the weights attached to each
1 2 (5)element in price determination,w  as well as
speeds of reaction.
It will simplify the analysis at this stage if we make 
equation (3) do the work of equations (l) and (2). That is, in­
stead of introducing three price levels explicitly into the analysis 
we assume that equation (3) is the typical price equation of every 
seller of final products in the e c o n o m y . D e m a n d  pricing is
(4) Chapter I, pp.5 and 6.
(5) s©© Appendix A, p. 39.
(6) It may be objected that it is unwise to base the analysis on the 
assumption that each seller has a mixed price function, that 
because we have no evidence that producers add an amount for ex­
cess demand to their cost determined price rather than vary their 
profit margin with excess demand, the system examined should be 
one in which all prices are either purely demand determined or 
purely cost determined. It is shown in Appendix B that this 
two price system produces results very similar to those of the 
system under examination.
represented by this equation when is so small that it can be 
neglected, and cost pricing when k^ is negligible*
If we aggregate the price functions of all sellers, 
using fixed weights depending on the share of each producer in 
the total output we get an expression showing how the aggregate 
price level is determined. The constants and k^ may then 
be regarded as depending partly on the proportion of each element 
(k^ relating to demand elements, and k^ relating to cost elements) 
in the general price level. Again they also depend on speeds 
of reaction.
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Wage Determination
(a) Demand determined wagest A plausible wage 
function is
wt - Vi k3 (Vl - « W
where k^ is the speed of reaction of wages 
per unit time period to excess demand for 
labour, is last period’s demand for
labour and value of the supply
of labour, is then last
period’s excess demand or supply,
(b) Cost determined wages: Wage variations will
be based upon variations in some index of the 
’’cost of living" when either minimum wages are 
legally fixed in that way and producers wish 
to pay minimum wages, or when trade union 
pressure brings some such agreement into force. 
Under war-time conditions actual wages may 
sometimes be controlled in this fashion,
\ - Vi “ pt-i - Vi> ...
will be the form of such method of wage deter-
(5)
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mination, j being the legally fixed or agreed 
proportion that wages should hear to prices, 
and being a constant representing the speed 
with which adjustments are made*
(c) Demand and cost determined wages: As with
prices we have chosen the formula for mixed 
wage determination in which the cost adjust­
ment is supplemented by a demand adjustment 
proportional to excess demand for or supply of 
labour* A producer*s wage function would then 
be:
»t - \ - l  ‘ k3 + k4
This equation may be used to represent demand 
determined wages when we can neglect k^ and 
cost determined wages when k^ can be neglected*
The wage function of every producer would then be of the 
form of equation (6)* We can thus aggregate these functions 
(using weights depending on the proportion of the total labour 
force employed by each producer) to get a wage function for the 
whole economy*
We now have two equations - (3) and (6) - explaining 
price and wage determination. We haveyet to specify the demand 
functions which are necessary to complete the system*
Aggregate demand for commodities:
The subject of aggregate demand functions has been 
discussed in Chapter II* Here we suppose that part of demand is 
fixed in real terms, and part in money terms.We thus have:
Dt = A + (1-s) Tt = A + (1-s) QPt ........ (7)
where (l—s)Y, is the part of demand fixed in real terms and A 
the part fixed in money terms* The mechanism of inflation can
thus be examined by considering either a single shift or a con­
tinuous rise in A. Thus A is treated as an exogenous variable* 
Thisdemand function is, however, only one of a number 
of which could be employed. For instance, the formulation of 
expenditure plans could be made a lagged function of income. 
Another variation would be to recognise that wage earners and 
entrepreneurs have different propensities to spend. Again, 
demand could have been split into demand for consumption goods, 
say depending on income and demand for investment goods depend­
ing either on the rate of change of income or on monetary fact­
ors. The choice of function (7) is mainly justified on the 
grounds of simplicity. The important complications of our 
models appear in the price and wage functions, and in order to 
assess the effects of these it is preferable to avoid complic­
ations in other parts of the systems.
Aggregate demand for labour:
The demand for labour will depend on the demand for 
commodities. It is assumed that it is proportional to the 
demand for commodities.
Thus Lt “ D
or L - 1> D ........  (8)
In order to appreciate the implications of this funct­
ion we must consider our previous assumption that one unit of 
labour equalled one unit of product. This could occur, for 
example, if one hundred units of labour in combination with 
fifty units of capital can produce one hundred units of output. 
To ensure that the assumption is valid for the whole production 
function ani not just one point on it we must make the further 
assumptions that factors are always used in fixed proportions
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and that there are constant returns to scale. This restriction 
on the generality of the production function makes the marginal 
physical product of labour constant.
With these assumptions in mind we may rewrite (8) as -
QjN se b QP ...... (9)
.*. aj,
QP * b ...... (10)
and W = b ...... (n)
P
If entrepreneurs are acting so as to maximise profits 
then they will endeavour to equate the real wage to the marginal 
physical product of labour (assuming perfect competition). The 
term ,rbM then is the marginal physical product of labour, and 
our assumptions make it necessary to regard it as constant. 
Moreover, if we treated it as varying with the level of employ­
ment we should make the model non-linear. The only justific­
ation, other than of expediency, which can be made out for this 
assumption is that provided we do not contemplate anything more 
than minor departures from full employment variations in the 
marginal physical product of labour will be small.
We may now proceed with an analysis of the model. 
Equations (3) (6) (7) and (8) constitute model A - I.
Model A - I
pt - Pt-1 “ kl ( V i  - + k2 (hV l  - Pt-1> .... (12)
\  - V l  “ k3 (Lt-l - + k4(jPt-l - V l ) .... (13)
D = A + (1—s) QPt .... (14)
L ~  b D t t .... (15)
The system resolves into the difference equation
(16)
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Pt + Pw { -  2 ♦ Qs ♦ k3Q + k2 + k4)}
+ Pt_2{l - (I^Qb + k^Q + k2 + k4) + aQ (k1k3Q + k ^  + kgk^h)
+ kgk^Q (l-bh) + kgk (l-jh^- A^k^k^Q + k ^  + kgk^bh)
The stationary value of price (P ) is0
V  A(W  * klk4 + k2k lhb) ........................... .... (17)
s S U ^ Q  + k ^  + kgkjhb) + + k^d-jh)
and that for wages is
V  A(kikiqb * W  + _________ (?) ..(18)
sQCk^k^Q + + k^k^bh) + kgk^Q( l-bh) + kgk^l-jh)
For the roots of the characteristic equation of (l6) to 
be real (no long period oscillations), at least the larger root 
positive (no dominant one period oscillations) and less than unity
(convergence) it is necessary and sufficient that - 
o < aQ(k1k3Q + k ^  + k^hb) + k^ Q(1_bh) + k^d-jh)
( k ^  ♦ k3Q ♦ kg ♦ k /  ^  ]_(8) .... (19)
4
(7) The existence of fixed money elements p and w in the determinat­
ion of prices and wages would add a term + p and a term + w to 
the equilibrium for prices and wages respectively,
(8) Conditions (19) involves an amalgamation of the five inequalities*
(a) sQ(k1k^Q + k ^  + kgk^hb) + kgk^Q (l-bh) + kgk (l-jh)>o
(b) sQ(k^k^Q + k^k^ + kgk^hb) + kgk^Q(l-bh) + kgk^tl-jh)
<  k^Qs + k^Q + k2 + k^
(c) sQ(k1k^Q + k ^ ^  + kgk^hb) + kgk^Q(l-bh) + kgk^(l-jh)
>  2(^08 + k^Q + k2 + k^) - 4
(d) sQ(k1k^Q + k . ^  + kgk^hb) + kgk^Q(l-bh) + kgk^(l-jh)
^  (k^Qs + k^Q kg + k4)2
4
(e) k^Qs + k^Q + kg + k ^ 2
(a), (b) and (c) are the conditions for stability whilst (e) ensures 
that one period oscillations are not dominant, and if (d) is ful­
filled longer period oscillations are absent.
A second positive root requires the further condition -
sQCk^Q + + k^k^bh) + k2k^Q(l-bh) + k^Cl-jh) >
k^s + k^Q + k2 + k^ - 1 .....  (20)
An idea of the values of the reaction coefficients 
for which the system is stable may be had from the following 
numerical example. The values in the table are obtained by 
assuming s = o.5> Q = 1, and jh = bh = 1, and that all the k 
coefficients are equal. This last assumption is of course unreal, 
but if greatly simplifies the examination and may not materially 
affect the nature of the conclusions. The table shows the roots 
of the characteristic equation that may be derived from (l6), for 
different values of the ks.
k
UT
1.50
UT
1.00
(3)
0.75
ur
0.50
n r
0.10
larger
(absolute)
root
- 3.50 - 2.00 -1.25 + 0.75 + 0.82675 T
smaller
(absolute)
root
+ 0.25 ♦ 1.00 + 0.65 - 0.5 * 0.82375
Cases (l), (2) and (3) are explosive with one period 
oscillations, whilst case (5) involves a non-oscillatory approach 
to equilibrium. It is shown in Appendix A that the values of the 
reaction coefficients will normally be of the order dS cases (4) 
and (5). Thus, in what follows, we may assume that (19) and 
(20) are fulfilled.
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II.
Having shown that there is a reasonable chance that 
the model will he stable we are now in a position to examine the 
stationary values which prices and wages will approach.
A stable system will reach the stationary values given 
by expressions (17) and (l8). Let us suppose that jh * bh « 1. 
Expression (17) reduces to -
Pe ....(21>
and (l8) to*
* -s (22)
Substituting (2l) in tbe expression for excess demand for commod­
ities we find that the stationary value (2l) is also an equili- 
brium value in the sense that excess demand is zero when it is
(9)attained.
Similarly substituting (2l) and (22) in the excess de­
mand for labour expression it can be shown that the wage rate (22)
(10)equates demand for and supply of labour.
As we shall see in Chapter IV, (2l) and (22) are the 
same price and wage levels as are reached by a purely demand det­
ermined system. The approach to equilibrium of the two systems 
will not be the same, as equation (16) of this chapter and the 
difference equation in footnote (l) of Chapter IV are not identical.
(9) De - Qpe
= A + (l-s) QPe - QPe
= A + (l-s) £A - A£ 
sQ sQ
(10) Le - Q We
= bA + b (l-s) QPe - QWe
= bA + b (l-s)^A - QbA 
sQ sQ
o = o
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It is only the equilibria that are identical.
Now the condition which ensures that our mixed system 
will approach stationary values which are also equilibria (that 
is values of prices and wages which equate demand for and supply 
of commodities and labour, respectively) is that jh * bh * 1.
What is the significance of this condition? It will be shown 
that this condition implies complete consistency of income 
claims. We can thus say that complete consistency of in­
come claims ensures that the system approaches a zero excess 
demand equilibrium.
Let us elaborate this. There are two sets of income 
recipients in the models, namely profit earners and wage earners. 
With a constant real national product a real income claim by one 
group must imply a real income offer to the other group. We 
may thus discuss the question of income claims in terms of real 
wage offers (by entrepreneurs) and claims (by wage earners).
A state of completely consistent income claims is achieved when 
real wage claims and real wage offers are equivalent.
Now there are three sets of income claims implicit in 
the model. First there is the real wage claim of those receiv­
ing solely cost based wages. Their desired wage is W = jP which
Wimplies a real wage claim ^  * j. Profit earners* behaviour in
the model implies two real wage offers. Those entrepreneurs
charging solely cost determined prices have a price function
W 1P » hW or offer a real wage • Profit earners whose prices
and wages are determined by market forces offer a real wage Mb".
(ll) See the definitions of these terms, Chapter I, pp. 9 an(* 10
T his can be shown as fo llo w s . These e n tre p re n eu rs  d e s ire  th a t
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two co n d itio n s  be f u l f i l le d *
D = QP from (1 2 ) , ensures s ta b le  p r ic e s  ........... .. (23)
and L = QW from (13) en su res s ta b le  wages . . . . . . .  ( 24 )
Thus th ey  d e s ire  to  be in  th e  p o s i t io n  where (from 
( 23) and ( 24) )
S t  Ii .............. ( 25 )
QP D
But L ® b from (8) . . . . . . .  (26)
D
Thus t h e i r  behav iour im p lie s  a r e a l  wage o ffe rs
W * b .............. (27)
P
C le a rly  th en , when jh  = bh * 1 income claim s fo r  sh a re s  
in  th e  n a tio n a l product a re  com pletely  c o n s is te n t in  th e  sense 
th a t  they  a re  capable o f be in g  s a t i s f i e d .
Are th e se  complete co n sis ten cy  co n d itio n s  l ik e ly  to  be 
f u l f i l l e d  in  p ra c t ic e ?  In te r n a l  co n sis ten cy  i s  ensured i f  th e
»»^11
two r e a l  wage o f f e r s  o f en trep ren eu rs  "b" and j  a re  id e n t ic a l .  
T his w i l l  be so only  i f  £  re p re se n ts  th e  m arginal p h y s ica l pro­
duct o f la b o u r. Thus only when c o s t determ ined p r ic e s  r e f l e c t  
a r e a l  wage r a te  equal to  th e  m arginal p h y s ica l product o f lab o u r 
w i l l  th e re  be in te r n a l  co n sis ten cy .
Suppose in te r n a l  co n s is te n cy , bh % 1, i s  ach ieved . Com­
p le te  co n sis ten cy  th en  re q u ire s  th a t  wage o f f e r s  (b * ~ ) equal 
wage claim s ( 3) .  In  co n d itio n s  o f su s ta in e d  f u l l  employment i t  
i s  u n lik e ly  th a t  th e  two opposing groups -  e n tre p re n eu rs  and wage 
e a rn e rs  -  would see eye to  eye on th e  q u estio n  o f th e  r e a l  wage 
to  be p a id . In  f a c t  under such c o n d itio n s  i t  w i l l  o f te n  be th e  
case  th a t  ^  (e n tre p re n e u rs ' o f f e r )  i s  le s s  th an  j  (wage e a rn e rs ' 
c la im ).
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The reason why consistent income claims result in a 
demand equilibrium can be understood if we consider the nature of 
a pure cost system when jh «= 1* Suppose we have * hW^_^ and
W = j P as our pure cost model. This can be written x x— 1
P^ = jh P^_2 * It is readily seen that when jh ■ 1 there is no 
tendency for prices (or wages) to move except in response to some 
external shock. If there is an external shock which is not re­
peated prices will rise in response to it, but there will be no 
multiplier process. Turning now to equations (12) and (13),
When excess demand causes the demand element of prices (and 
wages) to rise it will also induce a rise in the cost element of 
prices (and wages). But with jh = 1 the rise in the cost ele­
ments is a once for all response proportional to each excess de­
mand, induced rise, and thus itself proportional to excess demand. 
When, therefore, excess demand becomes zero the cost elements 
will not change for there will be no change in the demand element. 
Thus when jh = 1 cost elements play a passive role in price and 
wage movements rising or falling proportionately with general 
excess demand.
Let us assume that internal consistency is fulfilled
and investigate the effects of inconsistency of claims due to
jh / 1. When jh>l prices and wages move to stationary values
which are above those reached when jh * 1, and which necessarily
(12)involve excess supply for both commodities and labour. The
larger jh becomes, that is, the more claims for real income ex­
ceed the national product, the higher will be the rise in prices
(12) See table V, p.69 , and table VI, p. 70
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given an initial shock. When jh becomes very large a prev­
iously stable system can become explosive.
A situation involving stationary prices and wages 
and excess supply for commodities and for labour cannot be 
a permanent equilibrium and thus at some stage the price and 
wage functions must break down. There are three ways in which 
this may occur. Suppose there has been a once for all upwards 
shift in autonomous demand (R) and the system is adjusting to 
new stationary values. Before excess supply develops, wage 
and/or profit earners may realise that the excessive income 
claims implied by jh being greater than unity will produce 
excess supply and will modify these claims so that jh falls 
to unity and prices and wages stop rising when excess demand 
becomes zero. Another possibility is that it may be necess­
ary for some excess supply to develop before income claims 
are reduced to a level consistent with a demand equilibrium. 
Thirdly, if income claims are not reduced by the excess supply, 
entrepreneurs' stocks must pile up, and as this cannot contin­
ue indefinitely they must eventually lower prices and/or wages 
and/or output.
Inflation may be characterised not by a once for all 
increase in autonomous demand but by a continual rise in A.
Our conclusion that excessive income claims will result event­
ually in excess supply still holds good. This can be seen from
figure 1
■fe
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Suppose A rises in such a way that De (the stationary
value of demand) exhibits the trend shown. Then it can be
shown that QPe (the stationary value of money income or supply)
(13)must lie above it. Whatever the initial value of excess de­
mand, QP^ must eventually rise above for it approaches asymp­
totically a level above D^. However, if for somereason there 
was an autonomous upward shift in demand (say at point 0) excess 
supply could be postponed for some time. We shall come back to 
this point in Chapter VI when discussing the policy implications 
of the model.
Thus an inflationary process during which income claims 
become excessive could well conceal the conditions for a downturn. 
Even if the rise in A is not brought to a halt, the inflation 
must turn into unemployment. To avoid this it would be necessary 
to reduce profit margins and/or real wage claims. Often appeals 
are made by governments to trade unions and to businessmen for 
voluntary reductions or restraint in income claims, not of course 
with the object of combatting concealed unemployment, but in order 
to prevent the excessive price rises which this implies. A fiscal 
policy designed to reduce excessive income claims is discussed in 
Chapter VI.
An equilibrium below that for jh = 1 is approached if 
jh<l. It must involve aggregate excess demand, and presumably 
changes in the constants of our system, e.g. rises in j and h, 
will eventually bring the system to equilibrium. jh<l is an 
unlikely situation when there is full employment.
(13) It is sufficient to show that for any value of A, QP > De e
when jh>l. This fact has been ascertained and is presented 
in table V, p. 69 •
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Thus inconsistency of income claims will cause prices 
to under - or over-shoot a demand equilibrium. Excess supply 
will tend to appear when total claims are excessive, and unless 
these claims are voluntarily reduced they will he reduced ex post 
by a recession in employment and insufficiency of demand for 
commodities. Deficiency of claims implies excess demand in a 
situation in which prices, according to the model are stationary, 
and this excess demand (in the absence of autonomous changes) 
can only be removed by an upward revision of claims.
Only when income claims are completely consistent is 
there true equilibrium with stable prices and wages and no excess 
demand or supply for commodities or for labour.
For the last few pages we have been assuming that bh = 1, 
that is, that the cost determined prices reflect the willingness 
of entrepreneurs for the real wage to be equal to the marginal 
physical product of labour. When this condition holds incon­
sistency means that real wa/?e claims are excessive (or deficient) 
in the sense that they exceed (or are less than) the marginal 
physical product of labour. However, when there is internal 
inconsistency, but j ■ b, it is real profit claims which are 
excessive (or deficient).
Now if we assume that there is not internal consistency,
bh / 1, we find that excessive claims for real profits, b, by
sellers can cause prices and wages to overshoot equilibrium levels
and thus to bring about a situation of excess supply in both the
/ \
factor and the goods markets.' Similarly, deficient profit 
claims by cost pricers, —  ,^b, will lead to excess demand at 
stationary values of prices and wages, these variables thus under-
(14) This can be seen from inspection of table V, p.69 , and 
table VI, p. 70 • ^KALIAN
L'VRARY ^
rssn*
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shooting equilibrium. We shall not discuss this type of 
inconsistency at length for the results are very similar to 
the outcome of inconsistency through wage claims.
Both groups may contribute towards excessive or 
deficient claims. What then will determine the actual as 
opposed to the claimed shares of wage and profit earners?
The real wage which is implied by the model can be 
derived from (14) and (15)• It is
We = kjk^Q(b) + j) + kgk^hb ( -  ) (28)
kjk^Q + + kgk^hb
Or with b = 7*
|e ä (kjk^Q + kgk^) ( g  ) + kjk^j)
(k^-.Q + kgky + k ^ (29)
Thus wage earners* and entrepreneurs* ideas of what the real 
wage rate should be are reconciled by a process which results 
in wage earners receiving a weighted average of the two claims.
The weights are the price and wage coefficients. Only when 
bh = 1 , and jh = 1 do they simultaneously realize their desired 
share. When jh >  1 the realised real wage will be nearer the
wage earners* claim (a) the higher k^ (and thus the smaller
that is the larger the proportion of cost determined wages in the 
general wage level; (b) The higher k^ (and thus the smaller k^)s
that is the greater the proportion of demand prices or the
smaller the proportion of cost prices in the general price level. 
This reduces the ability of entrepreneurs to recapture real profits 
lost by wage rises.
(15) When the system is stationary, the k coefficients represent
only the proportion of cost or demand elements in the general 
wage or price level.
Thus k.Q + k„ = 1 and k3 4 + kg - 1
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So far as the level of real wages which is achieved 
is concerned, it is in the interest of wage earners, then, for 
prices to he completely demand determined, and for wages to 
he completely cost determined, Profit earners, however,
are hest served hy a system in which there are no cost 
determined wages, and in which prices are cost determined, (17)(18).
III.
Summary
If we examine modern economies we see at least prima 
facie evidence that there are both cost and demand elements in 
general prices and general wages. Prom investigation of a model 
with these properties it was shown that the claims of workers and 
of entrepreneurs for real income (expressed through the cost 
elements in the system) have an important effect on the levels to 
which prices and wages will tend. Only if these income claims 
are consistent, in the sense of just exhausting the national 
product, will an equilibrium with excess demand zero he possible.
During a period of inflation it is likely that income 
claims in total will become excessive. In this situation prices 
and wages will be pushed above a demand equilibrium by the
(16) o, of course, may not be a satisfactory real wage claim
from the worker* s point of view. However, as we are 
treating the case in which jh>l or 1 wage earners are 
better off the nearer to j is h
the actual real wage.
(17) Compare models VIII and VII, Chapter IV.
(18) Both these statements assume that the cost influenced claim 
is higher than the marginal physical product of the factor 
concerned. In these circumstances there will be a tendency 
for the proportion of cost elements in prices and wages to 
increase. One limiting factor will be the excess supply 
which excessive claims will cause.
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excessive claims* Excess supply will thus result, and unless 
this induces a fall in claims a downturn in employment will he 
the outcome.
The real wage which is actually paid will lie between 
that offered by the entrepreneur and that claimed by the wage 
earner, being nearer to the latter the greater the proportion 
of cost determined wages and the smaller the proportion of 
cost determined prices in the system.
APPENDIX A
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The Stability of the Basic Model
k coefficients 0$ 0$ • <a
larger
(absolute)
root
-3.50 -2.00 -1.25 +0.75 +0.82675
smaller
(absolute)
root
+0.25 +1.00 +0.65 -0.50 +0.82375
The table summarises the values of the roots of the 
characteristic equation of (l6), Chapter III, for different 
values of the k coefficients of Model A - I. The values 
assumed in the table are s ■ 0.5, Q - 1, jh * bh => 1. The 
system is stable roughly in the region where the k coefficients 
are all 0.5 to 0.10. It remains to be shown that the k*s 
will be normally within this range.
All these reaction coefficients will entail complex 
mixtures of psychological and technical determinants. We 
shall be content merely to point to some of the more important 
factors which would tend to limit their values.
(l) k^. What factors will ensure that k^ is at its 
maximum value? In the first place this coefficient depends 
partly upon the proportion of producers using demand pricing.
If we suppose that all producers use this method of price 
determination other things being equal k^ will be at a maximum. 
Secondly k^ has elements which define the speed of reaction to 
excess demand per unit time period. It will be at a maximum 
from this point of view provided the time interval chosen is
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such that the full reaction to a given amount of excess demand 
is completed within one time interval.
Suppose both these conditions are present and that 
producers are selling units at the price P^. If an increase 
in aggregate demand now occurs producers may find that they can 
sell a greater number of units at the price P^, say Again
will be greatest, other things being equal, if all producers 
refrain from attempting to meet any of the increased demand from 
increased output, but raise prices by the amount necessary to 
equate supply to the new demand.
Let us also assume that producers realise that the 
change in demand is an overall change which does not affect their 
relationship with competitors. Then each must make an estimate 
of the price elasticity of the aggregate demand function. This 
elasticity depends upon the behavior of A (see equation ( s)9 
P,25 )• If A increases in proportion with the aggregate price 
level the elasticity will be unity. It will be greater or 
less than unity depending on whether A increases,in greater or 
lesser proportion than prices. Now if A increases in the 
same proportion as or greater proportion than prices demand 
will be either fixed or increasing in real terms, respectively. 
With a constant real supply the system would then be unstable, 
whatever the value of k^.
Thus if the system is to have a chance of stability 
the price elasticity of the aggregate demand function must be 
less than unity. Nevertheless, in order to find the upper 
limit to k^ let us suppose that producers reckon the elasticity 
of this function as unity. The new price will then be given 
by
* 2 %  * P1Q2 • • • (X)
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Subtracting from both sides and rearranging we haves
p2 - pi - \ (PA - piV - <2>
In terms of the notation of Chapter III this would be 
Pt “ Pt-1 “ “Q ^Dt-1 " ^t-l^ •• ^
Thus k^ has a maximum of ^  where Q is full 
employment output*
The lower limit to will approach zero and will 
involve all producers reacting extremely slowly to excess 
demand*
As used in equation (3) Chapter III, k^ is the 
sum of individual producers* reaction coefficients. The 
price level in this equation amounts to a fixed weight 
index of general prices, and thus k^ must involve an 
element representing the proportion of producers, weighted 
by their output, using demand pricing. Thus the larger 
the proportion of cost elements in pricing the smaller will 
be k^.
(2) k^* If all wages were demand responsive
3 1 1k., would lie between r r and zero. It would be rr where 
the whole reaction to excess demand for labour was completed 
in the time period chosen and would approach zero when the 
reaction of wages to excess demand was very slow, relative 
to this time period.
Suppose that originally at the wage the supply 
of labour is and the demand for labour is (where 
As the supply of labour for the economy as a whole is constant 
cannot rise and thus the new wage level will be given by 
»2«! - ... (4)
This follows from our definition of the demand
function for labour (equation (8), p.25 ). The sum of money 
allocated for wage payments does not vary with the wage level 
so that the demand for labour with respect to wage changes is of 
unit elasticity.
Rearranging (4)
Vwi - ^  <WA - wiV
In the symbols of Chapter III this would be
\ - \ - i  ■ k (Lt-i -
Like the constant k^ will be lower the higher the proportion 
of cost elements in the relevant function.
(3) k^. If all prices are cost determined and the 
reaction of prices to a rise in costs is completed within the 
time period chosen then k^ will be unity. To the extent that 
either of these conditions is unfulfilled will be less than 
unity. It will be zero when the reaction to cost changes is
so slow that it can be ignored or when there are no cost elements 
in the general price level.
(4) k^. The value of this coefficient is determined 
by considerations analogous to those determining the value of k^. 
It lies between the limits of zero (e.g. no cost determined wages) 
and unity (all wages cost determined and the full reaction to cost 
of living changes completed in a unit time interval).
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We thus have shown that the values of the k coefficients 
will lie between zero and unity, when Q = 1. In the numerical 
example it was assumed that these coefficients were all equal.
Suppose that the price and wage lags are equal and that the full 
reaction of each variable is completed within a unit interval of time. 
These last assumptions bias the case against stability for they 
ensure that the k coefficients will be as large as possible, other 
things being equal. In these circumstances the k coefficients
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can only "be einmal if each is one half. Prom the table at the 
beginning of this appendix we see that given s = 0.5, jh = bh = 1 
the system will be stable at the value k = i. All this suggests 
that for the value s = 0.5, jh = bh = 1 the system will be stable. 
What if jh, bh or s assume different values?
The effect on the stability of the system of varying 
the values of s, j, h and b can best be seen from an examination 
of the conditions which ensure stability quoted in footnote (8) 
Chapter III, page 27. It will simplify the examination if we
take all the k coefficients to be equal to one half, 
conditions then become, assuming again that Q • 1
The three
3 s + (1 - bh) + (1 - jh)> 0 .... (7)
s + (l - bh) + (l - jh) <  6 .... (8)
s - (1 - bh) = (1 - jh) < 4 ...• (9)
Condition (7) can be upset by a large value of bh and/or jh in 
excess of unity accompanied by a small value of s. This is 
reasonable because if s is small then (l-s) the marginal 
propensity to spend is large. This makes for rapid rises in 
demand determined prices and wages. If at the same time bh 
and/or jh are large and greater than unity this makes for rapid 
rises in cost determined prices and wages. The two elements
reinforce each other and lead to unstable price and wage behaviour.
Condition (8) is not at all restrictive and would be 
fulfilled in all conceivable cases, for s would rarely be much 
greater than unity, and 1-bh and 1-jh would only in exceptional 
circumstances be as high as unity. Clearly, also condition (9) 
would be fulfilled for most conceivable values of s, b, j and h.
(l) See the pure cost model, Chapter IV, page 57.
When jh>l such a system is explosive.
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We have thus demonstrated that the system is stähle for 
reasonable values of the coefficients and have indicated some 
sources of instability* The examination has been limited to 
the case in which all the k coefficients are equal, but it is 
felt that the removal of this assumption would not greatly 
invalidate the conclusions. It must, however, be conceded that 
the lag structure of the model could, with justification, be 
altered in a number of ways. For instance, demand price move­
ments could be made a function of stocks on hand (the sum of 
excess demand or supply from the base date) rather than excess 
demand at any point of time. Again, demand could reasonably be 
made a lagged function of income instead of a function of current 
income.
Because we must choose from a wide range of possible
lag structures which would be applicable to our model we have not
proved very much when we establish the stability conditions for
(2)any particular lag structure. Apart from investigating the
stability of every conceivable lag structure, tfiich would be beyond 
the scope of this work the only possible way of avoiding this 
problem is to choose a lag structure which, other things being 
equal, would be more unstable than other lag structures. Thus 
conclusions about the stability of such models would apply a 
fortiori to other possible models. Thus the demand function in 
model A - I and other models is unlagged as this makes for greater 
instability than if it were a lagged function of income.
(2) I am indebted to Professor J.E. Meade for this point.
APPENDIX B
The Two Price System
In Chapter III a single price (and wage) function was 
employed. The typical price function of sellers was assumed 
to he:
pt - pt-i ■ kA - i  - + ^  (h \-i - pt-i} ••••(1)
The price level was thus the result of a mixture of demand and 
cost components. Pure cost pricing was assumed to exist in a 
situation in which k^ was very small and pure demand pricing was 
represented hy the equation when was negligible, A similar 
function was used for wage determination.
It may serve to throw some further light on the 
workings of the system if we examine a model in which two price 
levels - one for pure cost and the other for pure demand pricing - 
are treated explicitly. Two separate wage levels showing 
response to these two influences will also be included in the 
model.
SYMBOLS
pt - The
pt - The
pt - The
w1t - The
wt - The
wt - The
Dt - The
who!
 demand determined price level, period t. 
 cost determined price level, period t. 
 general price level, period t.
 demand determined wage level, period t. 
 cost determined wage level, period t. 
 general wage level, period t.
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- The level of money demand for commodities whose 
prices are cost determined, period t.
- The level of aggregate money demand for commodi­
ties, period t.
- The level of money demand for labour whose wages 
are demand determined, period t,
- The level of money demand for labour whose wages 
are cost determined, period t.
- The level of aggregate money demand for labour.
The system is*
pi - p1t-l - kl D^t-1 " al Pt-1^ • • •• (2)
pt - p2t-l = k2 <hV i  - pli) »... (3)
pt m al pi + a p^ t 2 t •... (4)
wt - wl i m k3 (Lt-l - a3 Wt-1> .... (5)
wt -
9
V i s k4 (3 pt-i - <_i> .... (6)
wt s a3
1 2 W? + a . W? t 4 t .... (7)
- al .... (8)
Dt a a2 .... (9)
Dt a A -l d - s) pt ... (10)
Lt s a3 11 Dt ... (11)
*
8 a4 t D t ... (12)
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The constants a^, a^> a^ and a^ require explanation: 
a^ is the proportion of total output produced by profit earners 
using demand pricing; a^ is the proportion of total output pro­
duced by profit earners using cost pricing; is the proportion 
of the total labour force receiving demand determined wages; and
a is the proportion of the total labour fource receiving cost 4
determined wages*
As in previous problems, units of output are defined 
in terms of the units of labour required to produce them. Con­
sequently total output is identical to the total labour force.
For convenience full employment output is assumed to be unity.
The price and wage equations are very similar to equat­
ions (l), (2), (4) and (5) o f Chapter III. It is assumed that 
there is no relationship between particular types of price and 
wage functions. Thus, for instance producers using cost pricing 
pay both cost and demand determined wages in the proportions that 
these elements enter into the aggregate wage level. Equations 
(4) and (7) define the general price and wage levels, respectively, 
in terms of fixed weight price indexes of the two sets of prices 
and wages. The function for the aggregate demand for commodities 
(equation (8) ) is the same as for that employed in Chapter III.
The other equations ( (9) to (12) ) describe the various commodity 
and labour demand functions which are derivable from (8).
Assuming that internal consistency conditions are ful­
filled (i.e. bh = l) the stationary value for the general price 
level is -
Pe
A (ax + a2 a^ ) 
s(a1 + a2a^) +'a ^ U - j h )
s • • • (13)
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This solution is very similar to that given for the 
stationary value of prices in Chapter III (equation (14) )• The 
solutions are seen to he almost identical if we remember that -
al (a3 + a45 
a^ a^ + a, a
... (14)
1 V
making the stationary value of P
p a A(a1 a + a1 a + a? a )
s(aia3 + aia4 + a2a3^  * a^^l-jh)
When there is complete consistency of income claims (i.e.bh = jh = 
the general price level becomes
p = A ... (15)e —s
and equates aggregate demand and supply*
Our present model enables us to examine the stationary 
values of the demand determined and cost determined price levels. 
This task was not possible with our previous system. They are - 
Demand determined prices!
pl „ A (&1 + aga p  + aga4 (l-jh) ... (X6)
S (ai + a2a^ ) + a2a4 (l-jh)
Cost determined prices:
p2 . A (&1 + aga^) - (l-jh) ... (17)
e “ s "(a1 + a2a”) + &2& (l-jh)
Equation (16) is both a stationary value and an equili­
brium for it always equates the demand for and supply of the goods 
concerned.
Equation (17) only equates demand and supply in the re­
levant market when consistency conditions are satisfied. When 
these conditions are fulfilled,
1)
A
s
(18)
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'Mien jh>l, however, the general price level will 
A 1approach a level above — . Pß will approach an equilibrium
below the general price level and a stationary value aboved
the general price level. There will be excess supply in the
market for those goods sold under cost pricing of - 
2 2 A a4 (l-jh)___________
De a2 Pe " s(a1 + + a2a^U-jh) '**
Excessive income claims thus result in a rise in cost 
determined prices (given an inflationary shock) to a level above 
a demand equilibrium. This results in excess supply in the mar­
kets concerned coupled with a rise in general prices to a level 
higher than would obtain with consistent income claims.
Analogous conclusions arise from the study of stat­
ionary values for wages.
Thus we see that the device of Chapter III of taking 
each producer to have a mixed price function does not give mis­
leading results for the case in which there are no producers in 
the economy with mixed price functions.
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CHAPTER IV
NINE MODELS OF INFLATIONARY PROCESSES
The basic model described in the previous chapter is 
but one of nine possible models which can be built up by consid­
ering different mixtures of cost and demand components, providing 
the method of mixture involved is the addition of the various res­
ponses. Here we shall discuss and compare the properties of these 
nine possible cases.
In particular we shall be concerned to compare the pro­
perties of model A.I, the basic model of the last chapter and model 
A.IX, the pure demand case. Much of economic theory has been con­
structed with a model such as A.IX in which prices and wages are 
demand responsive. It is thus useful to compare our basic model 
with such a system in order to discover in what ways the basic 
model gives results dissimilar to those of conventional theory#
At the end of the chapter we shall consider the implications of our 
system for the often used terms "cost inflation" and "demand inflat­
ion".
The tables at the end of this chapter summarise the nine 
models derived from, and including, model A.I by assuming that var­
ious reaction coefficients of model A.I are zero. Thus, for ex­
ample, model A.IV is found by substituting zero for in equation 
(l3) Chapter III. This implies that there are no demand elements 
in wages, and thus model A. IV is based on wages which are solely 
cost determined, and prices which respond to both demand and cost 
influences. Stationary values for each model are given in tables 
II and III, real wages in table IV, and excess demand for commod­
ities table V, and for labour table VI. The stability conditions 
for the various models (with the exception of model IX) can be
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found, by substituting zero for the appropriate constants in 
equations (19) and (20), Chapter III,
The results of these models conform to a pattern 
which will be discussed later in the chapter. It is, there­
fore, unnecessary to treat each case in detail, and three 
cases have been selected to illustrate the methods involved.
ModelIX(1)
i
This model involves purely demand determined prices 
and wages. This is the situation envisaged by tradidional 
theory. Provided stability conditions are fulfilled prices 
and wages always move so as to equate aggregate demand and 
aggregate supply both in the factor and the goods markets.
It is the only model which (if stable) appears to reach 
equilibrium in the sense in which we have defined the term 
without any conditions, other than the stability condition, 
being fulfilled. However, we shall see later that, given a 
slight change in this system, it too is capable of over-shoot­
ing equilibrium.
(l) The Model is
(1> pt - pt-i ■ kA - i  -
(2) Wt - V l  = k3(Lt_1 - «Wt_ p
(3) Dt - A + (1-s) QPt
(4) Lt = bDt
It resolves into the difference equation for prices -
+ kl s<^  “ kl A
and is stable if o<l - sQ< 1.
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The level of real wages, in equilibrium, is tradition­
ally determined by the marginal physical product of labour. If 
it were less than the marginal physical product it would pay 
entrepreneurs to engage more labour and produce more, if it were 
greater entrepreneurs would be better off producing less. The 
demand for labour is assumed to reflect this situation and in 
equilibrium real wages are equal to the marginal physical product 
of labour ”b".
We are now in a position to compare our basic model A.I 
with the pure demand model. The difference between these two 
models is the presence of cost elements in price and wage deter­
mination in the basic model. Whereas prices and wages are flex­
ible in model A.IX, approaching equilibria when the system is 
stable, the addition of cost prices and wages makes for a ’’cost/ 
price spiral” as well as demand driven inflation. The result 
is that only those prices and wages which are purely demand det­
ermined in the basic model, in general, approach equilibria if 
the system is stable. In particular, if income claims of wage 
earners and profit earners are excessive (as will frequently be 
the case when there is over-full employment), prices and wages 
will overshoot demand equilibria and excess supply will result. 
Moreover it is likely that the consequent inflation will involve 
higher price and wage rises than if prices and wages were purely 
demand determined. This proposition is evident, so far as 
prices are concerned, from an examination of figure II.
The relevant stationary values which we need to consider
are
(l) P (A.IX) and P (A.IX), the stationary levels of prices and 
of demand in the pure demand case. These are identical, assuming
• • • (1)
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Q to be unity, and they are given by
A 
s
(2) P (A.l), the stationary level of prices in the basic 
model, which is -
(2)
+ x2 (l-bh) + x,(l-jh)
D (A.l), the stationary level of demand in the basic ©(3)
model, given by -
A [xx + x2 (l-bh) + x^ (l-jh)j
(2)
(3)
s x1 + X2 (l-bh) + x^ (1-jh)
In figure II it is assumed that autonomous demand (a) is follow­
ing a linear trend. The stationary value for demand in the mixed 
model lies above the stationary value for demand in the flexible 
model. This can be seen if we subtract (l) from (3) and rearrange. 
We thus have -
A (s-l) Hx? (l-bh) + x (l-jh)J (4)
s x^  ^+ x2 (l-bh) + x^ (l-jh)
Now when the expression X2 (l-bh) + x^ (l-jh) is negative, 
as is likely to be so if income claims are excessive, expression 
(4) will be greater than zero (and thus P (A.IX)<D (A.l) if s <  1.G G
(2) The values of the positive constants x^, x2, and x^ in terms
of the constants of our system can be inferred from 
equations (17) and (18), Chapter III.
Now the conditions s <1 will he fulfilled in all 
practical cases for s = 1 would mean that demand was unconnected 
to income, that is, that no part of income was respent.
In figure II the continuous curves represent the course 
of prices and demand given by Model A,I, and the broken lines the 
course of prices and demand, Model A, IX, on the assumption that 
there is initial excess demand and excess income claims. Demand 
and the price level (supply) asymptotically approach equilibrium 
in the pure demand model. In the mixed model both demand and 
the price level rise above the equilibrium levels of model A,IX, 
with excess supply setting in after the point o.
We may now return to the point mentioned at the outset, 
namely that the pure demand model is capable of overshooting 
equilibrium. Suppose we write the system -
Pt - Pt-1 ■ *1 (Dt-1 - ... (5)
Wt - Wt-1 ■ k3 <Lt-l - + a ... (6)
3) = A + (l-s) ... (7)
Lt * bDt .... (8)
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Wages are still demand responsive but we are supposing 
that they rise at a rate greater than that dictated by excess 
demand for labour so that full employment (zero excess demand) 
will not be associated with a zero wage change. Wages will 
continue to rise after excess demand for labour becomes zero 
and unemployment could result. The stationary values of wages 
is
• • • (9)
and is clearly higher than the equilibrium level.
The explanation of this sort of wage reaction lies in 
the behaviour of organized labour. Unions by maintaining 
pressure for higher than market wages are shifting the labour 
supply function to the left. At any given level of employment 
this means a higher real wage, but at any given real wage it 
means a lower level of employment.
Let us consider the nature of the unemployment which 
may arise. Figure III illustrates supply curves (S, and S^) and
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a demand curve (N) for labour. (The shapes of these curves
do not agree with the restrictive assumptions necessary in our
algebraic models). The curve is derived from the real
wage demands of unions, and the curve is the labour supply
function (based upon the marginal disutility of work) which
Wwould exist if there were no unions. At p 1 the number 
employed is Q^, but the number who offer for employment is Qp.
This unemployment (Qp - Q^) is sometimes called voluntary
✓unemployment.
The alternative to unemployment is perpetual inflat­
ion through policies designed to raise prices as well as wages
(e.g. manipulation of A by fiscal or monetary means), which
Wwould have the effect of keeping the real wage lower than p 1.
This type of complication could be introduced into 
all the demand determined wages (and perhaps all the demand 
determined prices) of the nine systems. We shall not do this 
as the resulting effects may be inferred from this simple case.
Model VI ^
Prices in this model are solely determined by costs 
(wages) and wages respond to changes in the cost of living 
(prices). This type of model has sometimes been used to des­
cribe war-time price and wage movements. In such cases excess
(3) The Model is
(1) Pt - Pt.x = (hwt_1 - Pw )
(2) Wt - Wt_1 = k4 (JP^ - Ww )
(3) Dt = A + (l-s) <fft
(4) X,t = bDt
Equations (3) and (4) are not necessary to predict the course 
of prices and wages. Thus (l) and (2j form the complete 
system.
demand, is usually repressed by rationing and by price and wage
v
controls which tie these variables to costs. It has also been 
contended that such a system may serve to explain uncontrolled 
i n f l a t i o n . T h e  choice between the numerous price and wage 
functions which are possible is mainly a matter for empirical 
investigation. When, however, it is seen that a strict inter­
pretation of the results of thi»s model implies that there is no 
relationship between aggregate excess demand and prices and 
wages, the model does not seem very plausible for uncontrolled 
situations.
The lack of any relationship between excess demand and 
prices and wages can be demonstrated if we vary this system 
slightly. As interpreted by the tables at the end of the chap­
ter and by footnote (3), there are no fixed terms in the price 
and wage functions. This means that the system has an (indet­
erminate) stationary position only when jh = 1 (and + k^<2), 
and when jh is greater than unity (or less than unity) rushes off 
to infinity (or zero). If we assume and k^ to be unity, we 
can add a constant term p to the price equation, and w to the 
wage equation. The system then becomes -
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pt = M t-1 + p ... do)
wt - jpt-l + w ... (n)
R|. ■ A + (l-s) QP^ . ... (12)
Lt ■ bDt ... (13)
(4) See P. Holzman, "Income Determination in Open Inflation", 
Review of Economics and Statistics. May, 195^»
library
Rsrrf
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where (1C) and (ll) are sufficient for the explanation of prices
and wages. Stationary values P = hw + p and W = jp + w
6 1 -oh ® 1 -oh
will he attained if o <  jh<l. If these stationary values are
also equilibria, them
D - QP « A — sW(hw + p)e e — ;--- rr~-1 - Jh
ts 0
and L - QW « bA - Q Lb(l-s) (hw+p) - (.ih + w)je e —  I - Si
=  0
Suppose prices rise because of a rise in p. Then, 
as there is no connection A  p and A, equilibrium will be dis­
turbed and there will be excess supply at the new stationary 
values. On the other hand a rise in A leaves prices and wages 
unchanged. The system is thus independent of the level of de­
mand. This does not accord with the facts of recent inflations 
in which prices and wages have moved somewhat in line with de­
mand.
But those who use these models may argue that there 
is a connection between A  A andAp* That is, that A p  may be 
caused by a rise in A which sets the system in motion and ensures 
that there is some increase in aggregate demand which will not 
leave the system too far out of equilibrium when the process 
comes to an end. It is still necessary to explain why a rise 
in A should affect prices at the beginning only of a process and 
not thereafter. I can see no good reason for this, except per­
haps in the case of an individual business where the pricing 
technique may result in the consideration of demand influences, 
say every six months. This type of behaviour for the economy as
a whole would he b e t t e r  re p re se n te d  by an eq u ation  such as ( 3) 
C hapter I I I  o r (3 ) C hapter V.
I t  th u s  appears  th a t  models such as VI which a re  com­
p le te ly  is o la te d  from demand changes g iv es  r e s u l t s  which appear 
u n r e a l i s t i c .
Model V III^
In  t h i s  model p r ic e s  a re  s o le ly  demand determ ined and
wages s o le ly  c o s t determ ined . I t  corresponds in  th i s  re sp e c t
( 6)to  th e  Keynes, Koopmans, S m ith ies  models o f i n f l a t i o n . '  '  P r ic e s  
ten d  tow ards an e q u ilib r iu m , b u t wages equate demand fo r  and 
supply o f labou r on ly  i f  j  (wage claim ) equals b ( th e  m arg inal 
product o f la b o u r ) . I f  j  >b th e re  w il l  be excess supply o f 
labou r w ith  p r ic e s  in  e q u ilib riu m  and wages s ta t io n a r y .  This 
can be seen from th e  ex p re ss io n  g iv in g  excess demand f o r  (o r 
supply o f)  lab o u r when th e  system  i s  a t  r e s t .
i . e .  L -  QW -  bA^X ~ & . . .  (14)
e e sQ
T his con clu sio n  su p p o rts  the  w ell known argument of the  c la s s ic a l  
econom ists th a t  unemployment can a r i s e  because o f wage r i g i d i t y .  
That i s ,  i f  wage c la im s a re  in  excess o f the  m arginal product o f 
lab o u r th e re  w i l l  be unemployment. A f a l l  in  th e  le v e l o f employ­
ment and ou tpu t w i l l  r e s u l t  u n le ss  j  i s  reduced.
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( 5) The Model i s
<x > pt  -  pt - i  ■ ki  <Dt  -
(2) Wt -  , w  - k4 (jPt_r  I w )
(3 ) Dt  -  A + (1 - s )  QPt
(4 ) I*t  -  M>t
E quation  (4 ) i s  no t n ecessa ry  to  ex p la in  th e  course  of p r ic e s  
and wages.
(6) See C hapter I I ,  p.17*
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Keynes, in his General Theory, did not deny that if the
supply of labour is a function of the real wage rate, unemployment
could occur because the real wage was higher than the marginal pro-
(7)duct of labour.
An interesting parallel is model VII . Prices in this 
case are solely cost determined, and wages solely demand determined. 
Wages equate the demand for and supply of labour automatically, 
whilst equilibrium is approached in the commodity markets only if 
^  = b. This condition requires the real wage offer of the entre­
preneurs to equal the marginal productivity of labour. This is 
a matter for internal consistency of the firm and is likely to be 
fulfilled the more rational (in regard to profit making) is the 
firm's policy. If ^-<b there will be excess supply and if ^-^b 
excess demand for commodities.
Model VIII, if stable, will reach equilibrium in the 
commodity market automatically, but will achieve equilibrium in 
the labour market only if real wage claims of wage earners are 
consistent with the real wage offered by entrepreneurs. Why 
should this consistency ensure equilibrium in the labour market?
We have assumed that the entrepreneurs' behaviour is such that at 
a certain real wage (equal to the marginal product of labour) the 
demand for labour will be satisfied. Consequently, if wage earn­
ers will also be satisfied with a real wage equal to the marginal
(7) I do not wish to ask whether unemployment could arise from 
causes other than inconsistency of income claims. The lack 
of a monetary sector, and the assumption that full employment 
output is being produced limit the usefulness of the model 
for such questions.
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product of labour, equilibrium is assured in thelabour market.
If wage earners have an effective wage claim higher than their 
marginal product, employers will be forced to pay a higher real 
wage than they feel it is profitable to pay, and the result will 
be reduced demand for and thus excess supply of labour,
II
The three cases treated above illustrate the methods 
of presenting the results of the models and bring out some of 
the more interesting conclusions which can be derived from them.
These three and the other cases will now be discussed 
with reference to the pattern into which their results fall.
Equilibrium
In the first place the results of the other models can 
best be understood when it is seen that the pure demand and the 
pure cost models are limiting cases. That is, in none of the 
models other than model IX do both prices and wages approach 
equilibrium without restrictive conditions being imposed. How­
ever, in every model except model VI a condition ensuring con­
sistency of income claims will ensure equilibrium in both the 
factor and the goods markets.
It can be seen from tables V and VI that -
1. When consistency conditions are unfulfilled or 
irrelevant to the system considered*
(a) Those models with solely demand determined 
prices will reach equilibrium in the goods 
market. (Models III, VIII, IX),
(b) Those models with solely demand determined
wages will reach equilibrium in the labour 
market. (Models V, VII, IX),
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(c) Those models with cost elements in prices 
will not reach equilibrium in the goods 
market. (Model I, II, IV, V, VI, VII).
(d) Those models with cost elements in wages 
will not reach equilibrium in the factor 
market. (Model I, II, III, IV, VI, VIII).
2. When internal consistency conditions are ful­
filled (that is, when the real wage offer of entrepreneurs is 
unique, and is equal to the marginal physical product of labour,
(a) Those models with solely demand determined 
wages and cost elements in prices reach 
equilibrium in the p;oods market and in the 
factor market. (Models V and VII).
(b) Those models with solely demand determined 
prices will reach equilibrium in the floods 
market. (Models III, VIII, IX),
(c) Those models with solely demand determined 
wages will reach equilibrium in the labour 
market. (Models V, VII, IX),
(d) Those models with cost elements in prices 
and wages will not reach equilibrium in 
either the factor or the rroods market.
(Models I, II, IV, VI).
3, When complete consistency conditions are ful­
filled, and this as we have defined it implies internal con­
sistency also (wage earners* real wage claim "j" consistent
with (i) the real wage offer "b", and (ii) the real wage offer 
1
h of entrepreneurs):
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(a) All models, except model VI, will reach 
equilibrium in both the factor and the
goods market. (Models I,II,111,1V,V,VII,VIII).
(b) Model VI, possessing neither prices nor 
wages related to demand, will not, in general, 
reach equilibrium in either the factor or the 
goods market.
Thus equilibrium in the goods market is always reached 
in the three models (ill, VIII, IX) in which prices are purely 
demand determined, but it is necessary to impose conditions 
ensuring the consistency of real income claims on the other models 
for equilibrium to be attained in the goods market. Equilibrium 
in the factor market is always reached in the three models 
(V, VII, IX) with purely demand determined wages, but in other 
models requires consistency of income claims. These statements 
must be qualified to the extent that consistency of real income 
claims will not ensure equilibrium in the pure cost model (Vi),
Thus the introduction of rigid cost elements into 
prices and/or wages will in general prevent the system concerned 
from attaining equilibrium in the commodity and/or the factor 
market. If the cost elements imply excessive income claims the 
system will over-shoot equilibrium, and if income claims are 
deficient the system will under-shoot equilibrium values. In 
the case of excessive claims excess supply will result and when 
claims are deficient excess demand will remain after prices and 
wages come to rest.
Real Wages
In the absence of internal or external consistency of 
claims the results may be grouped as follows:
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1* In  th e  pu re  demand model (IX ) th e  r e a l i z e d  r e a l  wage 
w i l l  be th e  m arg in a l p h y s ic a l  p ro d u c t o f  la b o u r ,  co rre sp o n d in g  to  
f u l l  employment*
2. In  models in  w hich p r ic e s  a re  s o le ly  c o s t de term ined  
b u t th e r e  a re  demand e lem en ts  in  wages ( I I  and V II ) ,  e n tre p re n e u r s ' 
r e a l  income cla im  w i l l  be s a t i s f i e d *  T hat i s  th e  r e a l  wage w i l l  
be -k  T h is  must be so b ecause  th e  system s im ply th a t  w hatever th e  
le v e l  o f wages p r ic e s  w i l l  r i s e  to  a l e v e l  w hich e x p re s se s  th e  de­
s i r e d  r e l a t io n s h ip  betw een wages and p r i c e s .
3. In  m odels in  which wages a re  s o le ly  c o s t  d e term ined  
b u t th e r e  a re  demand e lem en ts  in  p r ic e s  (IV and V I I I ) ,  wage ea rn ­
e r s '  c la im s  a re  m et, and th e  r e a l  wage i s  " j " .
4. In  m odels in  which n e i th e r  p r ic e s  no r wages a re  s o le ­
ly  c o s t  d e te rm in ed , b u t in  w hich c o s t  e lem en ts  do ap p ea r in  th e  
system  ( I ,  I I I ,  V), th e  r e a l  wage a c tu a l ly  r e a l i s e d  i s  a w eigh ted  
sum o f  th e  v a r io u s  c la im s .
5* In  th e  pu re  c o s t  model (V i) c la im s o f  wage e a rn e rs  and 
p r o f i t  e a rn e rs  a re  s im u lta n e o u s ly  met on ly  when jh  = 1 . I f  th e re  a re  
f ix e d  money e lem en ts  in  p r ic e  and wage d e te rm in a tio n  ^gee_ .equations 
(lO ) and ( l l ) )  th e  s ta t io n a r y  v a lu e  o f  r e a l  wages i s  Pe “ hw + p.
I f  th e  c o n d i t io n  f o r  i n t e r n a l  c o n s is te n c y  i s  met (b h = l) , 
p r o f i t  e a r n e r s ' r e a l  wage o f f e r  i s  eq u a l to  th e  m a rg in a l p h y s ic a l  
p ro d u c t o f  la b o u r , and th u s  th e  r e a l  wage w i l l  approach  th e  m argin­
a l  p h y s ic a l  p ro d u c t o f  la b o u r  in  m odels I I  and V II. I n te r n a l  con­
s is te n c y  a ls o  a s s u re s  t h a t  th e  r e a l  wage w i l l  eq u a l th e  m a rg in a l 
p ro d u c t o f la b o u r , in s te a d  o f  a w eig h ted  average  o f b and h , in  
model V.
Complete c o n s is te n c y  en su re s  t h a t  m odels I  and I I I  a ch iev e  
a r e a l  wage eq u a l to  th e  m arg in a l p h y s ic a l  p ro d u c t o f  la b o u r ,  r a th e r  
that! ai w eigh ted  av erag e  o f  wage and p r o f i t  ea rn e rs*  c la im s .
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III.
What meaning can we attach to the terms "cost inflat­
ion" and "demand inflation" in the light of our theoretical dis- 
(8)cussion?v 'I think it is important to realise thata.sensible de­
finition of these concepts cannot imply that demand inflation is 
the sort of inflation produced only by the pure demand system, 
and that cost inflation is produced only by the pure cost system. 
Such definitions would cover only two of the nine possible models.
Another unsatisfactory aspect of this definition of cost 
inflation is that it divorces cost inflation from demand influen­
ces. I have shown earlier that the pure cost model, being unrel­
ated to excess demand, does not produce inflation in any acceptable 
sense,for from an initial equilibrium every upward movement of pri­
ces and wages leads to an increase in excess supply.
A significant classification of inflation types should 
distinguish between inflation in which income claims are consistent 
and inflation in which they are not. In particular I define demand 
inflation as inflation in which there is consistency of claims, and 
cost inflation as inflation in which income claims are excessive. 
These definitions apply reasonably well to all cases (except the 
pure cost model)and have the advantage that, other things being 
equal, cost inflation will be more severe than demand inflation. We 
have not given a name to inflation with deficient income claims, 
but as this is an unlikely situation in a closed economy a short­
hand description is unnecessary.
(8) Other versions of these terms are* "Cost-push" and "demand- 
pull" inflation (e.g. See P.A.Samuelson, "American Talk of 
New Inflation" in the Finance and Commerce Supplement to the 
Sydney Morning Herald, October, 1957). and "income inflation" 
and "profit inflation" (see E.Lindahl, "Full Employment with­
out Inflation", The Three Banks Review. March, 1957)*
TABLE II
Stationary Values, Pe. Model AI - IX
Model jh / 1, bh 4 1 bh - 1 bh = jh = 1
I Price P/C 
Wage P/C
k1,k2jk3,k4=0
A (k^ k^ Q+k^k +k2k hb ) A(k1k3<^4-k1k4+k2k3) A
sQik^k^Q+k^k^+k^^hb )+k2k^Q( l-bh)+k2k^ (. 1- jh) sQ(k1k3Q+k1k^+k2k3)+k2k^(1-jh)
II Price C 
Wage D/C 
= o
Ak^hb Ak3 A
s5sQk3hb+k3Q(l-bh)+k4(1-jh) sQk3 + k^ (l-jh)
III Price D 
Wage D/C 
k2 = o
_A
sQ - _AsQ
IV Price P/C 
Wage C 
k3 - 0
Ak^
sQk^ + k2 U-jk) - _AsQ
V Price P/C 
Wage P 
k, = o4
A(kxQ + k2hb) 
sQ^Q+^hb) + k2Q(l-bh)
_A
s<5
_A
sQ
VI Price C 
Wage C 
k^ = k^ = o
o - jh<l
OD - oh > 1 -
The stationary value depends*'
on the.initial conditions.
VII Price C
Wage P
k, = k. = o 1 4
Ak3hb
sQ^hb + k3Q(l-bh)
_A
sQ
_A
sQ
VIII Price P 
Wage C
k2 ■ 'S = 0
_A
sQ -
_A
sQ
IX Price P 
Wage P 
k2 = k4 = °
_A
sQ - -
I
TABLE III.
Stationary Values, We, Model A I - IX
Model jh /  1, bh / 1 bh = 1 bh = jh = 1
I Price D/C 
Wage D/C
A ^ k  Qb+k-jk j + k?k b) A(k1k3Qb+k1k4j+k2k3b) bA
sQsQCk^k^Q+k^k^+k^k^bh )+k2k^Q( 1-bh )+k2k^( 1- jh) sQ(k1k3+k1k4+k2k3)+k2k4(1-jh)
II Price C 
Wage D/C
Ak^b Ak3b bA
sQsQk3bb+k3Q(l-bh) + (1-jb) sQk3 + k4 (1-jh)
III Price D 
Wage D/C
A(k].k3l5b + kxk4 j) 
sQ (k-^Q + k^k^)
- bA
sQ
IV Price D/C 
Wage C Ak1 j
sQ^ + k2 (1-jh)
- bAsQ
V Price D/C 
Wage D b A(k^ Q + k2) 
sQ(k.jQ + k2bh) + k2Q(l-bh)
bA
sQ
bA
sQ
VI Price C 
Wage C o - jh < 1Oo - jh > 1
— The stationary val 
ue depends on the 
initial conditions
VII Price C 
Wage D
A k^b
sQ k3 bh + k3Q (1-bh)
bA
sQ
bA
sQ
VIII Price D 
Wage C
jA
sQ '
bA
sQ
IX Price D 
Wage D
bA
sQ
' TABLE IV
Real Wages, We.
Pe
Model AI - IX
Model jh / 1, bh / 1 bh = 1, jh / 1 jh. = bh = 1
I Price D/C
Wage D/C
kjk^Q(b) + + k2k3hb(^) (k^k^Q + k2k3) (i) + k^Cj) b
k^k^ Q + k-^ k^  + kgk hb (k^k Q + kgk^) + k ^ 4
II Price C 
Wage D/C
1
h h(“b) b
III Price D 
Wage D/C
k.jk3Q(b) + k]Lk4( j) 
k ^ Q  + kxk4 - b
IV Price D/C 
Wage C j - b
V Price D/C
Wage D
kjQCb) + k2hb (i)
kpQ + kghb
-
VI Price C 
Wage C - - b
VII Price C 
Wage D
1
h h<*b) b
VIII Price D 
Wage C i - b
IX Price D 
Wage D b - -
TABLE V
Excess Demand for Commodities at Stationary Values Model AI - X
Model jh / l, bh 4 l bh = 1 jh = bh = 1
I Price D/C 
Wage D/C
A/“k2k^Q(l-bli)+k2k4( 1-jh)_7 Akgk^l-jh) Zero
s Q ^ k ^ Q + k - ^ + k ^ h b ) + k^QCl-bhJ+kgk^l-jh) sQ(k1k^Q+k1k4+k2k^)+k2k^Q(l-bh)+k2k4(1-jh)
II Price C 
Wage D/C
A/"k^(l-bh) + k4(l-jh)_7 A k4 (1 - jh) Zero
sQk^hb + k^Q (1-bh) + k4 (1-jh) sQ k^ + k4(l-jh)
III Price D 
Wage D/C Zero - Zero
IV Price D/C 
Wage C
Ak2(l-jb) 
sQk1 + k2 (1-jh)
- Zero
V Price D/C 
Wage D
Ak2 (1-bh)
sCkjQ + kghbJ+kgU-bh)
Zero Zero
VI Price C 
Wage C - -
Indeterminate
VII Price C 
Wage D
Ak^ (l-bb) 
sk^hb + k3 (1-bh)
Zero Zero
VIII Price D 
Wage C Zero - Zero
IX Price D 
Wage D Zero - -
TABLE VI.
Excess Demand for Labour at Stationary Values Model A I - IX
Model jh / 1, bh / 1 bh = 1 jh = bh = 1
I Price D/C 
Wage D/C
-£) + k2k4(l-jh)_7 bAk4(krQ+k2) (l-jh)
ZerosQ(k1k3ft+k1k4+k2k3hb)+k2k3Q(l-bh)+k2k4 (l-jh) sQ(k1k3Q+k1k4+k2k3;+ k ^  (.l-jh)
II Price C 
Wage D/C
bAk (l-jh) bAk4(l-jh) Zero
sQ^hb + k3Qvl-bh) + k4(l-jh) sQk^b + k4 (l-jh)
III Price D 
Wage D/C
M  k4 (1 - £) 
sQ (k3Q + k4^
- Eero
IV Price D/C 
Wage C
(1 - £) + k2 (l-jh)_7 bA/lcjQ (l - £) + k2(l-jh)_7 Zero
sQk^ + k2 (l-jh) sQk1 + k2 (l-jh)
V Price D/C 
Wage D Zero Zero Zero
VI Price C 
Wage C - -
Indeter­
minate
VII Price C 
Wage D Zero Zero Zero
VIII Price D 
Wage C
bA(l - £) 
s
- Zero
IX Price D 
Wage D Zero -
-
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Notes to Tables II, III, IV, V and VI
These tables summarise the results of nine models
which may be derived from the basic model of Chapter HI, page 26.
Model A. I contains the four constants kn, kOJ k^ and k„.1* 21 3 4
If one of these constants becomes zero either a cost element 
or a demand element in price or wage determination drops out.
Thus when k^ = k^ = 0 the demand elements drop out and the 
model becomes completely cost determined. This situation is 
represented by model VI.
Price N denotes solely demand determined prices.
Price C denotes solely cost determined prices.
Price D/C denotes both cost and demand elements 
in price determination.
Wage D, Wage C, Wage D/C represent the same 
possibilities for wages.
Each table gives three views of the results. First 
the results when no conditions as to external and internal 
consistency are applied (jh / 1, bh / l).
This part of the table should be interpreted as the 
results of the models before consistency conditions are applied.
In some cases consistency conditions are irrelevant. The 
results in these cases are also entered in this column.
The second column in the tables gives the results 
when there is internal consistency (bh = l). Only if this 
condition is relevant are entries made in this column. If b 
and h are not included in the model concerned then no entry is 
made in the second column. This means that for all models
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which do not possess both the constants k^ and k^ internal 
consistency is irrelevant.
The third column gives the results when complete 
consistency is achieved (jh = bh = l), No entry is made in 
this column only in the case of model IX in which consistency 
is irrelevant.
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CHAPTER V.
FLEXIBLE PROFIT MARGINS ASP REAL WAGE CLAIMS.
Profit and wage margins are assumed to be rigid in the 
basic model. Thus if they start out at levels implying incon­
sistency of claims they remain at those levels. It would be 
more realistic to assume that these factors possess some degree 
of flexibility so that they vary with excess supply and demand, 
and we shall here construct a model which allows for this.
It may at first appear that if we permit profit margins 
and real wage claims to vary with excess demand the conclusions 
of the previous chapters will not hold. The argument involved 
is basically the same as that sometimes used to suggest that full 
cost and marginal cost pricing amount to the same thing. It is 
contended that if profit margins of cost determined pricers vary 
every time there is excess demand or supply the only stable price 
possible is one which involves zero excess demand, that is, the 
equilibrium price.' ' This argument is correct in a static con­
text, but is misleading if the dynamic aspects of the mechanism 
are neglected. The time path of such a model is quite likely to 
over-shoot equilibrium, although eventually it will return to it. 
Suppose the system is at equilibrium and an upward shift in auto­
nomous demand occurs. Demand based prices and wages rise, with 
cost determined prices and wages following. At the start of 
this process income claims are consistent, for we have assumed 
an initial equilibrium. However, when excess demand appears
(l) Precisely the same argument may be used to show that wages 
approach equilibrium if real wage claims vary with excess 
demand for labour.
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real profit and real wage claims rise so that taken together 
they become excessive. This situation will force prices and 
wages above equilibria, for income claims will rise whilst 
excess demand remains. Once equilibrium values are exceeded 
general excess supply sets in and profit and wage margins will 
be reduced towards consistent levels. The process continues 
until stable equilibrium is reached.
This behaviour is very closely related to that des­
cribed in Chapters III and IV. There we started off assuming 
that claims were excessive and then examined the effect of a 
jump in demand. The result was that prices over-shot, and 
because of the rigidity of claims did not return to equilibrium. 
It was then stated that either it may be necessary for some ex­
cess supply to develop before claims are reduced to levels con­
sistent with equilibrium, or that if income claims are not re­
duced by the excess supply entrepreneurs’ stocks must pile up.
As this cannot continue indefinitely profit earners must event­
ually lower prices and/or wages and/or output.
We shall now set out a model involving flexible pro­
fit and wage margins and shall examine its properties in more 
detail.
SYMBOLS.
D - Money demand for all commodities.
- Money demand for commodities whose prices are 
demand determined.
Dp - Money demand for commodities whose prices are 
cost determined.
L - Money demand for all labour.
- Money demand for labour whose wages are demand 
determined.
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- Money demand for labour whose wages are 
cost determined.
P - The average price level.
P^ - Demand determined prices.
P^ - Cost determined prices.
W - The average wage level.
- Demand determined wages.
- Cost determined wages.
H - Unity plus the average profit margin on 
commodities whose prices are cost deter­
mined.
J - The real wage claim (wage margin) of
labour whose wages are demand determined.
The Model.
■ ai (»1 - dt
....(1)
dW ■ a2 (Lx - .... (2)
dt
dt
- a3 (HW - P2) ....(3)
dW2
dt
- a4 (JP - W2) ....(4)
dH
dt
= q (Dg - XgQPg) .... (5)
dJ
dt
- r (L2 - y2QW2) .... (6)
P = x1P1 + XgPg (x1 + Xg = l) .... (7)
W = y/i + 7 2 " 2(yl + y2 = x) .... (8)
D = A + (l-s) QP .... (9)
L a bD ....(10)
h ....(11)
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D2 ‘ X2D .....(12)
rH
ItrH .....(13)
L 2  ■  y 2 L .....(14)
For simplicity we shall refer to this system as the "flexible 
model".
Equation (l) : The rate of change of demand determined prices
depends upon the amount of excess demand or supply for the comm­
odities concerned. a^ is a constant representing the speed of 
response. The constant x^ is the proportion of total output 
sold at demand prices. We assume (equation (ll) ) that the 
proportion of total demand for thewcommodities is also x^. If 
it were not, changes in price levels and in the components of 
total output would bring this about. The assumption then is 
entirely justified if we start our analysis from an initial 
equilibrium, and we shall always do this.
Equation (2) : Therate of change of demand determined wages
depends upon the amount of excess demand or supply for the lab­
our involved. a^ represents the speed of reaction of wages and 
y^ is the proportion of workers receiving such wages (assumed 
equal to the proportion of total demand for this labour y^ 
(equation (13) ).
Equation (3) : This equation, with H taken to be constant,
would describe the reaction of cost determined prices to a change 
in wages, a^ being the speed of response. But H is now a var­
iable (equation (5) ), so that (3) and (5) taken together repres­
ent a combination of cost and demand pricing in which profit mar­
gins vary with excess demand and supply.
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Equation (4) s Similarly, with J constant, this equation 
described the reaction of cost determined wages to a change in 
prices, a^ being the speed of response. As J varies in equat­
ion (6) these wages are determined partly by cost and partly by 
demand considerations.
Equations (5) and (6) : Profit margins (5) and real wage
claims (6) vary with excess demand and supply for commodities 
and labour, respectively. The speed of response of profit 
margins is q and of real wage claims is r •
Equations (7) and (8) : These equations describe the compos­
ition of the average price level (7) and the average wage level
(8).
Equations (q ) and (lO) : These are the same functions that
have previously been used to describe the behaviour of demand 
for commodities (9) (see Chapter III, equation (7))and for 
labour (lO) (see C hapter III, equation (8) ),
Equations (ll) and (l2) : Demand for commodities is divided into
demand for demand priced goods (ll) and demand for cost/demand 
priced goods (12).
Equations (l3) and (14) : Demand for labour is divided into
demand for demand priced labour (13) and demand for cost/demand 
priced labour (14).
The products HW and JP make the system non-linear and 
thus not amenable to the usual methods of solution. For this 
reason it was decided to examine the form of the solution on an
( 2 )
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analogue com puter, '  A number o f tim e pa th s o f th e  system 
were recorded  w ith  c e r ta in  param eters he ld  co n stan t a t  th e  
fo llo w in g  v a lu e s . Q was assumed to  be u n ity . As i t  i s  an 
index of r e a l  ou tpu t t h i s  assum ption could not change th e  pro­
blem in  any way. The m arg inal p ro p en s ity  not to  spend "$n 
was taken  to  be 0 . 4 . Larger v a lu es  o f $ would probab ly  have 
meant a more s ta b le  system , whereas sm alle r v a lu es  would have 
in c reased  the  l ik e lih o o d  of i n s t a b i l i t y .  The re a c t io n  co ef- 
i c ie n t s  " a ^ a ^ ,a ^ ,a ^ M were a l l  taken  as O .5 . This means 
th a t  approxim ately  2 /3  o f th e  re a c t io n  to  any change would be 
com pleted in  = 2 u n i t s  of t im e .^ ^  No d i r e c t  inform­
a tio n  i s  a v a ila b le  on th e  value of th e  con tin u o u sly  d i s t r i b ­
u te d  la g s  of equations ( l )  to  ( 6 ) ,  a lthough  responses are  
c le a r ly  not in s ta n tan e o u s  (so th a t  a ^ ,a 2 ,a ^ ,a ^  /o o ) .  Let us 
assume th a t  th e  average p e rio d  d u rin g  which firm s leave p r ic e s  
and wages unchanged i s  th re e  months. With th e  speeds of re s ­
ponse a t  O.5 two th i r d s  o f an aggregate  r e a c t io n  which ta k es  
in d iv id u a l u n i ts  th re e  months w il l  be perform ed in  two p e rio d s . 
With th e se  assum ptions th en  our p e rio d  w il l  be of th e  o rd er of
(2) The computer used was th e  U n iv e rs ity  of Technology Analogue 
Computer. Mr. C .P .G ilb e rt o f th e  E le c t r ic a l  E ngineering  
Department of th e  N.S.W. U n iv e rs ity  of Technology p repared  
th e  problem fo r  th e  machine and ran  o f f  th e  s o lu t io n s .
( 3 ) See R .G .D .A llen, M athem atical Economics, M acm illan, 1938,
pp .26 , 27, and 28.
I f  77  = a (Z-Y) and i f  Z i s  th e  i n i t i a l  va lue  o f Z,d t o 2 3*9
Y 1 1
—7? -  ( 1 -----) = 0.632 a f t e r  — u n i ts  of tim e .Zi e a
one month's duration. The share of wages "bM was given a
value of O.5.
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The constants (^and't'were valued together, as were 
the constants x^ and y^ (and thus x^ and The values
taken are illustrated in the following tables
x2=y2s
\ t = * -
xi=V 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.0 1.0 A1 B1 Cl D1 El FI
0.2 0.8 A2 B2 C2 D2 E2 F2
0.4 0.6 A3 B3 C3 D3 E3 F3
0.6 0.4 A4 B4 C4 D4 E4 F4
0.8 0.2 A5 B5 C5 J>5 E5 F5
0.85 0.15 A6 B 6 C 6 B6 E 6 F6
1.0 0.0 A7 B7 C7 D7 E7 F7
The cases in row 1 resolve into the single case re­
presenting the pure demand model when we take into account that 
and'/' do not appear in the system if = y^ = o. Cases A2, 
A3, A4, A5 and A6 are differential equation representations of 
the mixed cost/demand model of Chapter III, for with A = ^ = 0
(4) No precision is claimed with respect to the time involved 
in the processes.
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profit margins and real wage claims are rigid. The proportion 
of cost elements in these models increases as we move down the 
columns. The pure cost model ( q = r  = o, x^ = y^ = o) is given 
by A7. The remaining cases are non-linear models, but they 
are not all representative of our flexible model. Row 7 does 
not possess any purely demand determined prices or wages (for 
x^ = y^ = o) and is a mixed model only in the sense that cost 
determined prices and wages involve margins which change with 
excess demand.
The twentyfive cases in the square marked out by the 
heavier lines constitute examples of the flexible model.
The system was set up with a value of A = 0.3 and was 
permitted to settle down to its stationary value. It was then 
disturbed by raising A to 0.4, and the path followed by the 
system was recorded.
The pure demand model (x^ = y^ = 1.0) and the flexible 
model (x^, y^>o; x^, y0> 0; q , r >o) were stable for the
values given and settled down to an initial value of P = 0.75» 
when A = 0.3. When A was raised to 0.4 they eventually settled 
down to a value P = 1.0. This result suggests that aggregate
(15)
prices have a stationary value equal to the equilibrium,
p . .A ( . o*i, . g»±)e ' 0.4’ 0.4' ....
and this is the value which in our earlier discussion was sugg-
(5)ested as the stationary value.w
(5) Wages also settled down to equilibrium values. 
bAU  / 0.5 x 0.3 
sQ, v 0.4
t 0-5 x 0.4 
‘ 1 0.4
0.375 ) 
0.5)
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In every case studied^ the average price P in the 
flexible model reacted to the upward shift in A by over-shooting 
and then returning after a number of oscillations to equilibrium 
(see Figs. IV and V). This certainly suggests that the mechan­
isms previously described in this chapter were operative. Appa3>* 
ently the inflationary shock operated to raise real wage claims 
and profit margins above consistent levels and so forced prices 
and wages above equilibria.
Several features could be added to the flexible model 
which would make it more realistic. At some stage after the 
overshoot a reaction from output could be expected. If output 
were reduced real income (Q in equation (9) ) would fall so that 
demand falls, but producers* potential supply (Q in equations 
(l) and (5) ) would be unchanged so that excess supply for com­
modities increases and the fall in prices would be accelerated 
(or the rise decelerated). There would be a similar effect on 
wages.
The effect of permitting output to vary downwards 
would be to reduce perhaps both the degree and the length of 
time of the overshoot. If we introduced the further assumption 
that prices and wages fall less readily than they rise this 
would lengthen the time of the overshoot and thus of the duration 
of excess supply.
To return to the model in hand let us study the var*- 
iations in the results of the flexible system when we change
(6) CÜ, iv£. E6 were the only cases not examined.
?
hl
l-O
6 * * 1 ’• Xl - X1- - 'J'-W - 0*V *1 = = 0 { * >  x x  = ^iO-t 4:+"-l'0
Ft; *■= <J, = O«, *x = VO«S,H=*--|.o
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the proportion of cost and demand elements and the flexibility 
of income claims.
Varying q and r (Flexibility of Income Claims)
Reducing the speed of reaction of profit and wage 
margins in all cases slowed up the process reducing the rate 
of rise of aggregate prices and lengthening the period of time 
of the initial overshoots. Figure V shows a change in q = r 
from 0.2 to 1,0. With q = r = 1,0 two overshoots are complet­
ed in the time it takes for one over-shoot if q = r = 0.2.
The degree of damping increases as q and r fall.
Thus with highly flexible claims rapid oscillations 
which take some time to die out are experienced, whilst if 
claims are inflexible oscillations are slow but damp more quick­
ly*
Varying x^ = y^ and x^ = y^ (Cost and Demand Elements)
Figure IV shows the results of varying the proportion 
of pure demand and quasi-cost elements in the model. Case 1, 
the pure demand model, describes a non-oscillatory path to 
equilibrium.
The introduction of cost elements causes aggregate 
prices to rise above 1.00, and the higher the proportion of 
these elements the higher the level reached (compare 1, F4 and F6).
In fact, it appears that for the values assumed, when 
cost elements are a very large proportion the system becomes 
unstable. With demand elements absent (x^ = y^ = 0) attempts 
to establish a steady state with A - 0.3 were unsuccessful, 
whilst x2 = ^2 = (F4, Figure IV) appears to be near the
limit of stability.
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We have shown that the underlying tendency of our earlier 
models for prices and wages to over-shoot equilibria is not 
altered in a number of feasible cases in which profit margins 
and real wage claims are flexible. However, the flexible model 
is more realistic than the previous system for a number of reasons. 
First we do not have to introduce excessive claims as part of the 
initial data or the initial shock, for they are induced by the 
rise in autonomous demand. Secondly we may deduce from the 
flexible model that a high degree of inflexibility means that the 
over-shoot would persist longer than with a high degree of flexibility. 
Thirdly the eventual stationary values of the flexible model are 
equilibria.
For both the flexible system and the basic model of 
Chapter III a high degree of cost elements means that prices rise 
on the initial over-shoot to higher levels than they would if cost 
elements were minor.
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CHAPTER VI.
ANTI-INFLATION POLICY IN A CLOSED ECONOMY.
Conventional anti-inflation policy has been thought out 
in the context of a model in which prices are purely demand respons­
ive after full employment has been reached* The assumptions made 
about wage behaviour are not always clear, but there is usually a 
presumption that it can be adequately described by assuming that 
excess demand for commodities also indicates excess demand for 
labour*
Recently concern has been felt in the United States^^(2)and the United Kingdom about the possibility of inflationary 
situations in which prices and wages may not be wholly demand 
determined* This has resulted in several reviews of the old 
policy prescriptions. I shall discuss some of these contribut­
ions to anti-inflation policy and also present my own views on how 
inflation with excessive income claims may be controlled.
First let us examine the policy implications of the pure 
demand model, for this is the system which often seems to underlie 
policy proposals.
SYMBOLS.
R^ - Personal disposable income, period t.
S - Sales tax collections, period t.
T^ - Direct or income tax collections, period t.
m - Unity plus the average rate of sales tax.
(l) See the article by P.A.Samuelson referred to in footnote (8) 
on p.64.
(2) The Economist* July 20, 1957» p.189
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The other symbols which we shall use have been defined 
in the previous chapters.
The model is:-
pt - pt-i ■ ki K - 1  - 
\  - Wt-1 ■ k3 (Lt-l - « W
D^  = A + (l-s) R^
T = v + rY.t t
h  ■ p t
St = QPt (m-l)
Ht - h  - (Tt + St)
L. = b D
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Equations (l) and (2) are identical to the price and wage functions 
of model A,IX, Demand pricers are unable to pass on sales taxes
so m does not appear in price equations.
Equations (3) to (8) describe the various modifications to the 
demand functions which are necessary when direct and sales taxes 
are introduced. Demand is then a function of personal disposable 
income (equation (3) ), which is national income at market prices 
minus direct and indirect tax collections (equation (7) ). Dir­
ect taxes are assumed to be a linear function of national income 
(equation (4) ), and in order that the tax rate should increase 
with income the constant "v" is regarded as negative and the con- 
stand "r" as positive. Sales taxes vary with total receipts from 
the sale of commodities (equation (6) ). The function describing 
the demand for labour (equation (8) ) has been discussed in Chapter 
III.
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We shall present only the stationary values of prices 
and wages. The stability conditions would be closely allied to 
those for model A.IX.
p = A - (l-s) v________________
e Q/i - (l-s) £l - r - (m-l)Jl7w = 3- - (l-s) v_7_____
Q/~l - (l-s)£ 1 - r - (m-l)}_7
Suppose an inflation develops with autonomous demand "A" 
rising. The consequent price and wage rises could be counteract­
ed by monetary and/or fiscal policy. Monetary policy would be 
directed towards checking the rise in autonomous demand and reduc­
ing the marginal propensity to spend out of income, "l-s". Fiscal 
policy would require an increase in the direct tax schedule (de­
crease in fvf and/or increase in "r"), and perhaps an increase in 
the rate of sales tax "m - 1", to offset the rise in A.
Thus when the values of the various constants are fixed 
prices and wages will asymptotically approach new equilibria. Un­
employment would be encountered only if the measures taken to cor­
rect the inflation are too harsh and precipitate a recession through 
a deficiency of aggregate demand. ' It is not immediately appar­
ent from the model that this can happen, but it must be remembered 
that Q is constant for upward movements and for no change in de­
mand, but may vary downwards with decreases in aggregate demand.
The basic model of Chapter III gives different results 
to the pure demand system. This model, modified to include sales 
and income taxes is -
(3) With flexible prices and wages such a recession may only be 
temporary.
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Ft “ Pt-1 = kl D^t-l ” ^t-l^ + k2 
Wt - Wt-1 “ k3 (Lt-l - QWt-l} + k4
(ta Wt-1 - Pt-1)
<3 Pt-l - Wt-l>
(n)
(12)
together with the demand functions described by equations (3) to
(8).
In equations (ll) and (12) theonly difference from the 
price and wage functions of Chapter III is that sales taxes are 
assumed to be passed on by those entrepreneurs using cost pricing* 
Thus entrepreneurs* price without sales tax would be hW, and with 
sales tax is hmW.
The stationary value for prices is -
Pe= (k1k4+k1k3<^ + k2k3 13 13111) A  ~ (l-s) v_7 ....(13)
QCk^k^+k^k^Q+k^k^b hn)/l-( l-s ){l-r-(m-l )^7 
+k^k^Q( l-bhm)+k2k^( 1-jhm)
and for wages is
we = (k^j+^k^bQfkgk^b) fk - (l-s) v/........  .... (14)
Q(k1k4+k1k^Qrfk2k^bhm)2j-( l-s) £l-r-(m-l)}_7 
+ k2k^Q(l-bhm)+k2k^(l-jhm)
Now if jhm = bhm = 1 it can be seen that the system will approach 
the same values as those approached by the pure demand model (equa­
tions (9) and (lO) ). These equilibrium values are such as to 
equate demand and supply in the markets concerned.
As before and b may b£ thought of as the real wage
offers of entrepreneurs (and thus 1 - 7—  and 1 - b as their realnm
profit claims). The real wage claim is Thus the condition
jhm = bhm = 1 ensures consistency of real income claims, and again 
this consistency guarantees that stationary values of the system 
are also equilibrium values.
Suppose that inflation starts from an initial point of 
equilibrium in both markets. Autonomous demand rises and the 
wage and profit margins j and h also rise so that the consistency 
conditions are violated. Let us consider the effect of using 
monetary policy and direct tax manipulations to bring price and 
wage rises to a halt. With inflexible income claims the result 
will sooner or later be excess supply in both markets. When 
excess supply threatens the deflationary policy should be reversed, 
but this may well start the inflation again. The authorities 
would thus be faced with the dilemma that no reasonable pattern of 
policy changes will achieve stable equilibrium. Of course, it 
would be possible to postpone excess supply by action which stim­
ulated demand each time excess supply threatened, but this is 
hardly feasible if we wish to retain our original aim of prevent­
ing i n f l a t i o n . W e  are thus forced to conclude that conventional
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(4) It is interesting to speculate on the causes of the slight re­
cession in America which became noticeable in October, 1957*
The Commerce Department recently revealed that in both September 
and October personal income declined, and that the October de­
cline was made up of declines in payrolls in manufacturing in­
dustries. (The Australian Financial Review, November 21st,1957)» 
Frior to this there had been considerable discussion of the fact 
that America seemed to be experiencing an inflation in which cost 
elements played an important part. (P.A.Samuelson,Ibid). Of 
course, the decline in defense spending, and the deflationary 
policy of the Federal Reserve Board would have been behind the 
fall-off in demand. However, after a bout of cost inflation is 
the time when we should expect some excess supply, and it is 
likely that excessive claims have had some effect on the level 
of employment.
remedy measures are not by themselves an adequate means of com-
batting inflation with fairly rigid and excessive income claims.
The usual problem associated with cost inflation is 
that the resultant price and wage rises are more severe than they 
would be if claims were consistent. Various policies have been 
tried and suggested as a means of reducing income claims to a con­
sistent level.
First there is the view of those who believe that convent­
ional policy will be effective in bringing the economic system to 
equilibrium. A leading exponent of this view is the Chairman of 
the Federal Reserve Board, Mr. William McChesney Martin. In a 
statement before a Senate Committee on Finance he admitted that 
cost elements could make prices rise more sharply than would be 
exx^ected if the system were only demand responsive.
"There is much to be said for the view that con­
tractual or other arrangements designed as shel­
ters or hedges from inflation have the effect of 
quickening its tempo. The 5 per cent rise in the 
cost of living which we have experienced over the 
last two years has probably been reflected in more 
rapidly rising wage costs because of the preval­
ence of cost-of-living clauses in many modern wage 
contracts. Cost-plus contracts tend to have the 
same quickening effect on the inflationary spiral.
The spiral is also, however, a demand 
spiral. At each point of time in the development 
of the inflationary spiral, there must be suffic-
(5)
(5)lf claims have a high degree of flexibility stabilization policy 
along the lines suggested by Phillips ("Stabilization Policy in 
a Closed Economy", Economic Journal.1954) might be successful 
in controlling price and wage fluctuations.
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ient demand to take the higher priced goods 
off the market and thus keep the process 
movingM. (6)
However, he does not recommend any specific action to deal with 
excessive income claims, hut states that -
"....the present situation calls both for a 
larger budgetary surplus than we have had 
or have in prospect, and a continuance of 
restraint upon creation of new supplies of 
money.
Let us not follow the defeatist 
path of believing that widespread unemploy­
ment is the alternative to inflation."(6)
Mr. Martin may be tacitly assuming that income claims 
can never be excessive, in which case conventional policies will 
bring the system to equilibrium. On the other hand he states 
that cost influences can speed up inflation, and I think it is 
fair to say that this implies excessive claims. Another poss­
ibility is that he inclines to the view that conventional policy 
measures will be adequate because he believes that claims are 
flexible. However, our analysis of the effect of highly flex­
ible claims suggests that in this case if cost elements are an 
important part of the system prices and wages may well oscillate 
with a fairly high frequency. In this event conventional pol­
icies would have to be considerably modified, although some form
w)of operation on the level of demand may be adequate.
(6) Statement by the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board 
before the Senate Committee on Finance, August 13, 1957; 
reprinted in The Banker, October, 1957» p.663.
(7) Phillips, Op.Cit.
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If claims, as may often be the case, are fairly rigid, 
conventional policies will not be sufficient to restore equili­
brium except with a long delay.
The ideas of Professor Harrod and Professor Lindahl(8)represent opposite points of view of this subject. ' They both 
recognise that if excess demand is removed in conditions of ex­
cess claims an economy can stagnate, but they differ in their 
judgments as to how best to cope with the problem.
Professor Harrod believes that the excessive income 
claims which have been a feature of the recent British inflat­
ionary experience would best be dealt with by permitting the econ­
omy to develop as fast as possible. The consequent gains in real 
income, he claims will mean an automatic reduction of income claims. 
He thus believes that it is worth risking the stability of the 
price level in order to achieve growth.
It is feasible that income claims may be moderated as 
the total product increases, but it is by no means certain that 
they will be. Desired living standards seem to have shown a 
marked ability to keep pace with the increases in real income in 
recent years. Moreover, are trade unions likely to be satisfied 
with any increase in production forseeable in the near future?
If claims do not fall with increased production the pro­
blem of cost inflation will be a long-run and not a temporary 
phenomenon. Lindahl suggests that if workers wage demands are 
excessive it is preferable to bring inflation under control even
(8) R.F.Harrod, The Financial Times. July 17,18, 1957;
E.Lindahl, "Full Employment without Inflation”, The 
Three Banks Review, March, 1957*
though this may involve some unemployment.
“Suppose that the outcome of the wage negot­
iations is a relatively high wage level, at 
which the demand for labour falls short of 
the supply, but that workers are neverthe­
less not prepared to sacrifice any part of 
their wage increase in order to make a 
higher level of employment possible. What 
now is the policy implication of the demand 
for full employment?
If capital equipment is under-employ­
ed, then there need be no hesitation in under­
taking expansionary measures in order to in­
crease employment. But in other cases an in­
crease in employment is conditional upon low­
ering workers' real wages by raising the price 
level. It can hardly be considered a sensible 
policy, however, to force workers, in the in­
terests of full employment, to accept lower 
real wages than they are willing to accept, 
for they will simply make even greater demands 
for increases in money wages, and this will 
force the authorities to take collective meas­
ures in order to bring the inflation under con­
trol, and this, in turn, will tend to reduce 
employment further. It seems therefore that 
in such a case stabilization of the price lev­
el is to be preferred even from the employment 
aspect, in spite of the fact that the level of 
employment will not be as high as the workers 
might wish."(9)
Thus Lindahl suggests that growth should be sacrificed 
for the sake of stability when forced to choose between the two.
An alternative policy would involve sacrificing stability in 
order to achieve growth.
The British government's policy of combatting the excess
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(9) E. Lindahl, Ibid, p.35
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demand and excess income claims which have recently been exper­
ienced in the United Kingdom is to attack the former by hold­
ing down government expenditure and by a credit squeeze, and 
the latter by a policy of opposition to demands for increased 
wages. If a sufficiently strong line on wage policy can
be pursued this can result in a reconciliation of full employ­
ment and stability, but there is a likelihood that the problem 
may be transferred to the industrial relations field.
It is not possible to choose between the various 
undersireable feature of each of these policies on economic 
grounds, but we may well ask whether pclicies are possible 
which avoid the undesireable consequences which we have ment­
ioned?
Mr. Burchardt makes the point that something could 
be achieved in the long run by redesigning bargaining practices 
so that the various groups compete for consistent shares in the 
real national i n c o m e . D i f f e r e n c e s  of opinion about shares 
in the real income would thus be removed from the sphere in 
which they can and do affect the price level. To bring this 
about would be a formidable task, and any treatment here of the
(lO) The Economist. November 9« 1957. p.467.
"...the Government has made plain its view that the 
nation would be better served this winter by stand­
ing up to strikes, rather than by giving way to in­
flationary wage settlements".
F.A.Burchardt: "Cost Inflation", Bulletin of the 
Oxford Institute of Statistics, November, 1957»
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problems involved would necessarily be superficial. However, 
if such a state of affairs could be achieved inflation with 
excessive income claims would be held in check.
It is feasible that some control over income claims 
may be achieved through variations of those indirect taxes 
which are passed on through prices. An example will show how 
this policy might work. In the second model set out in this 
chapter itves assumed that sales taxes were passed on by cost 
pricers. The condition for consistency of income claims was 
b = -r~ = j. Suppose that the real wage share offered to wage 
earners is b = ~  = 60$, and that wage earners claim a share of 
j = 64$. Suppose also that h = 1.25 so that the profit margin 
is 25$, and m = 1.33* so that the average rate of sales tax is 
33.l/3$« Income claims are clearly excessive. If, however, 
the average rate of sales tax is reduced to 25$ we should have 
0 = and b<“  where j = ~  = 64$ and b = 60$.
Excess income claims have thus been eliminated and 
some deficiency of claims introduced. The excess demand which 
must also be a feature of the inflation will have to be elimin­
ated by direct tax changes or by monetary policy. Such policy 
will also be required to offset the expansionary effects of the 
reduction in sales tax. If this is done a stable price level 
will be achieved without excess supply, but perhaps with some 
excess demand (due to deficiency of claims), and this price 
level will be lower than it would have been had claims not been 
reduced.
Thus inflation with excess claims may be overcome by -
(i) a reduction in indirect taxes such as 
sales or payroll taxes, and
(ii) direct tax increases or a tighter 
monetary policy
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(a) to eliminate the excess demand which 
existed before the change in indirect 
taxes, and
(b) to counteract the increase in demand 
due to reduced indirect taxes.
Two qualifications must immediately be made. In the 
first place reducing indirect taxes reduce^ the ex ante and pro­
bably also the ex post share of entrepreneurs using cost pricing. 
They may try to regain their former share by increasing their 
profit margins (i.e. absorbing, instead of passing on the re­
duction in indirect taxes). It is to be hoped that the accom­
panying deflationary policy would deter them from completely 
absorbing the indirect tax reduction.
The second qualification has to do with the probability 
that excess claims will be a continuing problem in many economies. 
In those countries in which a high rate of development is desired 
not only will there be a tendency for demand to keep ahead of pro­
duction but also the devotion of a relatively large proportion of 
output to investment will encourage wage earners to try to in­
crease their share of real income. Reductions in indirect taxes 
(and increases in subsidies) would hardly be adequate to meet the 
problem in its long term aspects. The need is thus apparent for 
work along the lines suggested by Burchardt so that bargaining for 
real income shares will not affect the price level.
Indirect tax policies may then provide some temporary 
relief, but a permanent solution must be sought in a change in 
the methods of determining the real income of various groups in 
the economy. It is realised that a practical solution along these 
lines would be extremely difficult to devise and implement.
PAKT B.
THE OPEN ECONOMY
CHAPTER VII
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INFLATION IN All OPEN ECONOMY - I
Our simple model of mixed inflation was designed to 
answer questions about an economy which does not engage in 
international trade (or at the most, whose trade in relation 
to its national income is negligible). In this and the next 
two chapters we shall discuss the effects of mixed cost and demand 
price and wage responses in the context of an open economy.
To simplify the exposition it is assumed here that export and 
import prices move proportionately, but in Chapter VIII this 
assumption is relaxed and separate changes in export and 
import prices are allowed.
In the previous chapters it was concluded that 
inflation with excessive income claims would be more severe 
(in the sense of involving higher price and wage rises) than 
inflation in which claims were consistent, and could result 
in some excess supply before equilibrium is reached. Our 
task now is to discover whether, and if so under what conditions, 
such results are applicable to the open case. In the first 
section we shall set up the model with which we shall work, and 
in Section II its solution will be examined for compatability 
with equilibrium. Again we shall find that consistency of 
income claims ensures equilibrium, but for the open economy 
these claims vary with export/import prices and with autonomous 
domestic demand. Thus the size of the profit margin ”h - 1" 
relative to the size of the wage adjustment coefficient "j” 
is not the sole factor, as was the case in the closed economy, 
upon which inconsistency of claims will depend. Even without
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domestically generated changes in these two important 
elements (j and h) of our problem it will be shown that 
disproportionate rises in autonomous domestic demand and 
in external prices can radically alter the nature of the 
inflation experienced.
I
For an open economy we may distinguish three 
classes of goods and services whose price levels are 
subject to different types of influence. These classes 
we shall call exportables, importables and domestic products. 
Exportables (exports plus potential exports consumed at home) 
and importables (imports plus domestically produced import 
substitutes) shall be referred to collectively as trade 
products.
The determinants of the exportables price level 
will vary with the type of economy considered. The analysis
is confined to a system possessing attributes of the 
Australian economy. The price of Australian exportables is 
taken to be determined largely by world rather than domestic 
demand and cost considerations, and for this reason is assumed 
to be exogenous. This may be justified on the following 
grounds. First Australia's consumption of exportables is a 
small proportion of her output of these products. This means 
that domestic demand does not exert much influence on their 
price. Secondly in many cases her total supply is a small 
proportion of the amount of the products concerned entering 
into world trade so that their prices are largely unaffected 
by domestic costs.
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This assumption would not he justified in the case 
of the United Kingdom, for her export prices are very dependent 
on domestic conditions, A large proportion of total output 
is consumed at home, and in many instances she supplies a 
large proportion of the total quantity entering into world 
trade. Domestic demand and costs then would have considerable 
influence in the formulation of the price level of exportables.
For similar reasons we could not treat American export prices 
as given exogenously.
Domestic products are goods and services whose prices 
are largely independent of external conditions. Such 
industries as building, many types of personal service, transport, 
and industries sheltered by quantitative import restrictions 
would fall in this class.
We shall assume that the price level of importables 
is exogenously determined. This assumption is valid if 
Australia does not absorb such a large share of world trade 
in the commodities concerned that, in the short run, changes 
in Australian demand are reflected by changes in import prices.
We now proceed to formulate a model based on these 
assumptions.
SYMBOLS
P^ - The general price level of domestic goods, period t.X
2P - The general price level of tradeable goods.
P - (= a^ P^ + a^ P2). The "cost of living'1 index upon
which wage claims are based, period t. a^ and a^ 
are fixed weights showing the proportions 
of domestic goods and tradeable goods,respectively, in 
the regimen representing the consumption of wage earners.
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p
Z^ _ - (= + o P ). The variable cost per unit of
production or domestic goods, period t. c,W^ is 
the wage cost per unit of output and the tradeable
materials cost per unit of output of domestic goods. 
Holding to our assumption of Chapter III that a unit 
of labour equals a unit of output, then c = 1.
- The general wage level of labour employed in the 
production of domestic goods, period t.
- Money national income, period t.
I)J — The level of money demand for domestic goods, period t.X
2 - The level of money demand for tradeable goods 
(excluding tradeable goods used in the production of 
domestic goods) period t.
- The level of money demand for labour used in domestic 
goods industries, period t.
X - The volume of full employment output of exportables 
and importables produced at home less the volume of 
importables and exportables used in the production of 
domestic goods, c^Q. We are assuming that the production 
of trade goods requires negligible quantities of
domestic goods and importable inputs.
Q - The volume of full employment output of domestic goods.
Both Q and X are assumed to be constant, as are the 
weights c^, c^j and a^. These assumptions are necessary 
in order that the model should be linear, but they are justified 
only if the structure of production and consumption is relatively 
insensitive in the short run to discrepancies between trade
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goods and domestic goods prices and wages. 
The Model
pi - plt-i ■ ki(Dl i  - O + V ^ t - i  - pt-i> .... (1)
Wt - Wt-1 ■ k3(Lt-l - *t-l> + k4(jPt-l - .... (2)
Zt ■ Wt + C2 Pt .... (3)
Pt = al Pt + a2 Pt .... (4)
Yt ■ ^  + XPt .... (5)
= A(l-i1) + (l-s-i2)Yt - xQ(PP - PP) .... (6)
Dt ■ Aii + 4 Tt + ^ pt - pt> .... (7)
Lt " bDt .... (8)
Equation (l). This equation is similar to that used for price 
detelimination in Chapter III (equation (12)). Domestic product 
prices are assumed to react to changes in costs of production 
as well as to excess demand or supply.
Equation (2). The analogous function in Chapter III is 
equation (13). Wages vary with excess demand for and supply of 
labour and with changes in the cost of living.
Equations (3) and (4). Explanations of these equations have 
already been given in the description and discussion of symbols. 
Equation (b)» Total money income consists of the value of 
domestic goods produced (QP^) plus the value of exportables and 
home produced importables less the importable and exportable 
content of home production (XP j.
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Equation (6). The demand, for domestic goods ("both for
consumption and investment) is divided into an autonomous
part A (l-i ) (in money terms), a part which varies with money
national income (l-s-i^jY^., and a term -xQ(nP^ - P ) which
allows for the influence of relative price changes on demand.
To take each part in turn: A is autonomous money
demand for both trade and non-trade goods, i^ being the
proportion of autonomous demand devoted to trade goods.
Thus A(l-i ) is autonomous demand for domestic goods. (l-s)Y 
-1» *c
is the amount of total demand which varies with income, and
i^ being the marginal propensity to buy trade goods (l-s-i^Y^
is the value of demand for domestic goods which varies with
income. The level of demand for domestic goods will be partly
determined by the relationship between domestic and trade
goods prices. The demand for domestic goods should thus include
a term which increases when the ratio P^ falls and decreases—3L iwhen this ratio rises. P^ Suppose n = Pq
is the initial ratio of domestic to trade goods prices, Pp
then -(n P^ - P ) decreases with falls in P and rises with
falls in Pi, but is constant for equi-proportional changes in 
1 2P and P . There is no reason why-^we cannot so define our units
of commodities that initially n = = Now, if for every unit
1 2  rof price by which P and P diverge an amount xQ, is added or
subtracted from domestic demand and subtracted or added to demand
1 2for tradeable goods we shall have a term -xQ(P^ - P ) in our 
demand function.
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Equation (7). This function describes the behaviour of the de­
mand for tradeable goods. It is not necessary to have it in our 
model in order to determine prices, and it is included mainly for
illustrative purposes. Its explanation should be clear by con-
*
trast with equation (6).
Equation (8). The demand for labour equation was explained in 
Chapter III. As before we assume that the marginal product of 
labour is constant.
II
The model explains the behaviour of the domestic goods 
price level. Its time path is given by the difference equation -
Pt + Pt_1(-a+d0)+Pj_^T-d0+fts1d1+d2(l-l)h)+d3(l-jha1J7
= A(l-I1)+P2 {/Tl-s-i2)X+xqJd1+(d2+d3)ho2+d3jha2 ]• .... (9)
Where:
s' = s + i^ + x
do = k-jQs' + k2 + k3d + k4
dl 0 k ^ Q  + k i k 4 + k^k^hb
CM
X) = k ^ Q
d. = k^k „3 2 4
The stationary value of domestic product prices is
LiBRAfty
v a r s i t y
(10)
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^  A(l-i1)+P2 £/~(i-s-i2)x + x^_7d1+(d2+d^)hc2+d3jha2|P — •r>
e djQs' + d2 (1-bh) + d (l-jhax)
and of wages paid in domestic goods industries is - *
+k2k3bhc2+k2k4ja2+k2k4jha1c2^
A(l-i1)d4+P^/ri-s-i2)x+xQ__7d4+Qs*.(k1k4ja1-k2k3bhc2) + ...
d1Qs' + d2 (1-bh) + d (l-jhaj)
For the pure demand model (kg = k = o)
= A(l-i1) + P2 /"(l-B-ig) X + x Q .... (12)
Qs1
and b|A(l-i1) + P2 £ " { 1-s-ip) X + xOj/ ....
Qs’
The level of excess demand for commodities at the station­
ary value of prices is , ,
D1 - QP1 e e
J ß 2( 1-bh )+d^( 1-jhap) J7"p2(^ s ,/^2+d3 )hc2+d3 itia2_7
. Ad-ij^) ^d2(l-bh)+d.i(l-jhaI)_7+P2/~(l-3-l8)Xtxft_7Zr________
Qs' dj^ + d2 (1-bh) + d3(l-jha1)
....(14)
(l) The stability conditions for this model may be derived in a 
form comparable to that in Chapter III, footnote (8). I 
assume in what follows that price and wage behaviour is stable 
and (with rigid j and h) not oscillating.
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Excess demand, at stationary prices may be either posit­
ive or negative, and will not, in general, be zero, Neverthe­
less the conditions which are satisfied when excess demand is 
zero are meaningful and are related to the analogous conditions 
for the closed case. In fact when real income claims are con­
sistent in the sense that they are just capable of being satisfied 
it will be shown that excess demand in the commodity market (and 
later as we shall see in the labour market also) is zero.
What income claims are present in our system? The 
problem may be handled in terms of the money (or real) wage off­
ers implied by entrepreneurs’ behaviour, and the money (or real) 
wage claims of the wage earners.
Entrepreneurs using cost pricing charge a price -
P1 = h(W + c2P2) ....  (15)
which (on rearrangement) implies a wage offer -
W - p ~ c2 F ....  (16)
k
Wage earners whose wages are cost determined claim a 
money wage -
W = P^ja2 + ....  (l?)
Taking account of demand determined wages we know that 
at stationary (which will be the same as the equilibrium) values 
the wage offer equals the wage claim will be -
W = P1 b ....  (18)
The proportion of total wages which are cost determined
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k .i s  4 kJQ
k3ofk4
and th e  p ro p o rtio n  demand determ ined 3 
( 2 )
k3Q+k4
(see  eq u ation  (2) ) .
Thus th e  average wage claim  fo r  a l l  w orkers in  domest­
ic  product in d u s t r ie s  i s  -
w = kA(p23a2+ p^Ja i )  + ( p3"b ) .........  ( 19)
l
The claim s and o f f e r s  a re  c o n s is te n t when ( l6 )  = ( 19) ,
k 3Q + k4
th a t  i s  -
(k 3Q+k4 ) (P ^ O jP 2 ) = k4(P2 ja 2+ P1j a 1) + k 3Q (p h )  .........  (20)
-
I f  we s u b s t i tu te  P^ (from ( l0 )  in to  (20) and rea rran g e  
we reach  the  co n c lusion  th a t  th e  s a t i s f a c t io n  o f (20) re q u ire s  exttft, 
demand in  th e  commodity market (14) to  be zero»
I t  can a lso  be dem onstrated th a t  i f  th e  co n sis ten cy  
co n d itio n  (15) i s  f u l f i l l e d  wages w i l l  be such as to  equate th e  
demand fo r  and supply  of la b o u r.
Now, i f  th e re  i s  no excess demand or supply in  the  
labou r market a t  s ta t io n a r y  va lu es  i t  must fo llow  th a t  bP e=We.
The ex p ress io n  fo r  excess demand fo r  lab o u r a t s ta t io n a r y  wages 
Le -  QWe
= bl^e -  QWe, th e n  becomes
bDe -  b QP1 e
- b (De -  QPg ) .  .........  (21)
(2 ) At s ta t io n a r y  v a lu es  k^Q + k^ 1
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As (2l) is proportional to the level of excess demand 
for commodities, then the fulfilment of the consistency condit­
ion which makes excess demand for commodities zero, must also 
ensure zero excess demand for labour.
We have thus discovered that for the open as well as 
for the closed economy the consistency of income claims will en­
sure that there is equilibrium in both the commodity and the 
labour market. It must be remembered that for the open just as 
for the closed case there is no necessary reason why, with rigid 
profit margins and wage margins, this condition should be ful­
filled. Thus, in general, prices and wages will tend to stat­
ionary values other than equilibria.
Ill
2There are two autonomous variables, P and A, in the 
model, and we are now in a position to describe the price adjust­
ments which will occur if these exogenous elements change in any 
particular way. Wage adjustment will not be considered, but in 
most instances will follow a similar pattern to price adjustments. 
In each case we shall start from a position in which the consist­
ency condition is fulfilled, but prices are below equilibrium so 
that in the absense of autonomous changes a ’’normal" inflation
2 (3)would occur. We then change A or P or j or h' and see what
2(3) Changes in j and h, with A and P constant, give us roughly 
the same type of cost inflation conditions as were described 
in the chapter on the closed economy.
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type of process emerges*
1* Increase in Autonomous Demand (A),
(This change may also he interpreted as covering the
case of an increase in A greater than in proportion to any in- 2
crease in P which may simultaneously occur).
A domestically generated increase in demand will raise 
prices and wages in the domestic goods industries. What will he 
the nature of the consequent inflation?
Suppose the rise in A is such that the asymptotic value 
of domestic goods demand (D el) rises in the way shown in
?e ij? 3)[
3>!e,r
P«-I
I —
(4) The subscript I, as before refers to the mixed model and the 
subscript IX to the pure demand model. In order to simplify 
the diagram we assume that Q is unity.
re-
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Where will the other asymptotes (Pe^, De.^, an<^  -^e ^
lation to D^el? If we examine the consistency condition (that 
is (14) equated to zero) it can be seen that a rise in A results 
in excess demand at asymptotic values. The price asymptote 
PeT must then be below the demand asymptote Dex. The pure*" 1 1  ^ 1 ( 5 )
demand asymptotes P e ^  = ^elX a^ove De^ • '
If there is an initial amount of excess demand both 
demand and price will rise towards equilibria. However, the 
rising level of autonomous domestic demand will generate an in­
creasing amount of excess demand at asymptotic values and the 
mixed system will therefore not approach equilibrium. The paths 
of prices and demand for the mixed system are shown by the contin­
uous curves in figure VI, The dotted lines show how a purely 
demand determined system would behave, prices rising to higher 
levels than in the mixed system, and equilibrium being achieved 
at asymptotic values.
Why should deficiency of claims be generated by a rise 
in A, so that our mixed model, even though it started out with 
the possibility that prices could reach equilibrium, will gener­
ate excess demand at asymptotic values?
(5) This can be seen as follows:
D* - = A(l-i )+(l-s-i ) Y - xfl(Pg - P2)eIX eI 1 2 ®IX ®IX
- Atl-i^) -(l-s-ig) Yg^+ xQ (P* - P2)
So that P
than P^ eT
(l-s-i,-x) Q / V  - P
>IX if P. > P But P
as there is excess demand at P'
must be greater 
Thus D1 > D1 .eTV e-r
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If we examine entrepreneurs* wage offers (l6) we see 
that a rise in A, through its upward effect on domestic prices, 
raises money wage offers more than in proportion to the rise in 
domestic prices. Money wage offers are the residual after pay­
ing for the cost of trade goods used in production. If domest­
ic prices rise, but the prices of trade goods remain constant or 
rise by a smaller percentage (as they must if A rises by a great- 
er percentage than P ) then the money wage offer must rise more 
than in proportion to the rise in domestic prices.
The money wage claim, from (19), rises less than in 
proportion to the rise in domestic prices, for that element of 
the claim which depends upon the prices of trade goods is con­
stant, or rises less than in proportion to domestic prices.
The combined result is that real claims considered 
together are deficient after the rise in autonomous domestic de­
mand.
If profit and wage margins are responsive to excess de­
mand we can see from (14) that the consequent rises in these ele­
ments will reduce the amount of excess demand at asymptotic values.
In terms of figure VI our asymptotes P^ and will tend toeI eI
swing upwards and together, with complete consistency being achieved
if they become as high as P^ = , With flexible claims
6IX eIX
equilibrium would perhaps eventually be reached. Without an anal­
ogue solution of the system it is not possible to be more precise 
about the effect of flexibility.
- Ill - p2. Increase in Trade Goods Prices (P ).
(Again we may interpret such a change to mean a great­
er proportionate increase in prices of trade goods than in auton­
omous demand A.)
Suppose that in figure VII is the asymptotic value
ei
of demand for the mixed system induced by this
2Prom the consistency condition ((14) equated to zero) a rise in P
creates excess supply at the asymptotic value for prices. Clearly
then P^ ^  . If there is excess supply prices in the mixed
® I  ® i
system must he above prices in the pure demand system, and from
footnote (5) it follows that the pure demand price asymptote will
be below .eT
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This fixes the positions of the asymptotes on figure VII. 
If there is initially a price level below equilibrium, and thus 
excess demand, the dotted lines show the behaviour of the pure de­
mand model. Prices in the mixed model are forced above equilib­
rium, and excess supply results when these prices rise beyond 
equilibrium levels. In the mixed system then the inflation in­
volves higher price rises than if there were no cost elements in 
the system, and excess supply results from the excessive claims. 
Falls in profit and wage margins induced by excess supply in the 
commodity and labour markets may reduce the height of price rises 
and the severity of excess supply. The exact effects of flexible 
claims could only be derived by an analogue examination of the sys­
tem.
It remains to show how rises in trade goods prices cause 
excessive income claims. If tradeable goods prices increase this 
increases the price level of domestic goods, but not in proportion 
to the rise in trade prices. From (l6) then the money wage offer 
does not rise in proportion to the rise in the domestic price level 
because a larger share of revenue must be devoted to buying trade 
goods materials. Similarly money wage claims rise more than in 
proportion to the rise in domestic prices ( from (1 9) )• The re­
sult is thus inconsistent and excessive claims after trade goods 
prices have risen.
3. Proportional increases in Autonomous Demand (A) and in Trade 
Goods Prices (P^).
If we start from a situation of zero excess demand at 
str.tiona.ry values, prices in the mixed system will rise to the same 
level as if they were demand determined and the asymptotic values
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will be equilibria.
If we begin with excessive claims the price line (P1 )
i 61will be above the demand line (D ) with consequent excess supplyeI
at asymptotic values. The pure demand equilibria (P z D )eIX eixwill be below both the mixed system lines so that price rises'in 
the mixed system are more severe than in the pure demand system.
D1 <  D1 
eI eIX
With deficient claims the opposite happens and P <eI
_1=. P . There is then excess demand at
asymptotic values and the pure demand case implies higher price 
rises than in the mixed case.
4. Increases in Profit and Wage Margins (h and .j).
This situation corresponds closely to the type of cost 
inflation possible in the closed economy. If we assume that 
initially there is consistency of claims all our asymptotes 
coincide. Suppose that prices are below this equilibria, but 
that the accompanying excess demand induces a once for all rise in 
j and h. The price and demand asymptotes P1 and D1 rise above
'IX.
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P r o f i t  and wage m argins may "be s e n s i t i v e  to  ex cess  demand 
and su p p ly . P e rh ap s r e s u l t s  s im i la r  to  th o se  o f C hap ter V would 
he produced  by t h i s  f l e x i b i l i t y .
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CHAPTER V III
INFLATION IN AN OPEN ECONOMY -  I I
H ere we in tro d u c e  s e p a ra te  im p o rta b le s  and e x p o r ta b le s  
p r ic e s  in to  our m odel. As in  th e  l a s t  c h a p te r  we s h a l l  compare 
th e  ty p e s  o f i n f l a t i o n  w hich our b a s ic  model p roduces w ith  th e  
ty p e  o f  i n f l a t i o n  p o s s ib le  in  th e  c o n v e n tio n a l pu re  demand model
SYMBOLS
P^ -  The g e n e ra l p r ic e  le v e l  o f dom estic  goods, p e r io d  t .
3
P -  The g e n e ra l p r ic e  le v e l  o f  e x p o r ta b le s .
P^ -  The g e n e ra l p r ic e  le v e l  o f  im p o r ta b le s .
P|. “  (= p J + a^ P^ + P ^ ). The " c o s t o f  l iv in g "
in d e x , p e r io d  t .
Zt  -  (= + c 2 P^ + c^ P ^ ). The u n i t  v a r ia b le  c o s t  o f
p ro d u c in g  dom estic  goods, p e r io d  t .
-  The g e n e ra l wage le v e l  o f la b o u r  employed in  th e  
p ro d u c tio n  o f  dom estic  goods, p e r io d  t .
Y  ^ — Money n a t io n a l  incom e, p e r io d  t .
-  The le v e l  o f  money demand f o r  dom estic  goods, p e r io d  t
L^ -  The le v e l  o f  money demand f o r  la b o u r u sed  in  dom estic
goods i n d u s t r i e s ,  p e r io d  t .
X -  The volume o f  f u l l  employment o u tp u t o f  e x p o r ta b le s
le s s  th e  volume o f e x p o r ta b le s  used  in  th e  p ro d u c tio n  
o f dom estic  goods (c^Q ). We a re  assum ing t h a t  th e  
p ro d u c tio n  o f  t r a d e  goods r e q u i r e s  n e g l ig ib le  quan­
t i t i e s  o f d om estic  and im p o rted  goods.
Q -  The volume o f  f u l l  employment o u tp u t o f dom estic  goods 
The v a lu e  added by dom estic  goods i n d u s t r i e s  i s  
l e s s  e x p o r ta b le s  c o s ts  CgQ P3, l e s s  im p o rta b le s  
c o s t o f p ro d u c tio n  c^ C2Pl .
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Again Q and X, and the weights c^, C y  a^, a^, and a^ 
are assumed constant. It is also assumed that import and export 
prices are exogenously determined.
The Model
Pt ~ Pt-1 = kl^Dt-l " ^t-l^ + k2^hZt-l ” Pt-1^
Wt - Vl ‘ k3(Lt-l - + k4(jPt-l - Vl*
+ C,
a
w, -2 P3 + o3 F‘
f h  P4
QPP + XP3 + M P4
A(l-i1)+(l-s-i2)Yt-x1Q(PP - P3) 
-x2ft(PP - P4)
b D
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(1)
Equation (5). This is the only equation in the model whose nature 
may not he apparent by comparison with the equations of the previous 
chapter. This is because X was there defined as net of the volume 
of exportables and imports used in the production of domestic goods, 
whereas in this chapter it is net of the volume of exportables used 
in domestic goods production only. Thus Y ■ (XP^+CgQP^) +
(MP^+c^QP^) + (QP^ - C2QP^ - c^qP^) and is the sum of the value 
added in export and -importables industries, and the value added 
in domestic goods industries.
We shall not present the stationary values for wages in this
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chapter as the behaviour of the wage level can he inferred from 
the behaviour of domestic goods prices. The stationary value 
of domestic goods prices is -
+ p^{/Cl-s-i2 )M+x2Q 7 + (d2+d^)hc^+d^jha^J
pl = A(l-i1)d1+P3 {/ri"S--i2)X+x1Qj/rd1+(d2+d3)hc2+d^jha2 J ....^
Qs1 *d1 + d2 (1-bh) + d^ (l-jha^)
for the mixed model, and
pl _ Atl-ip) + P3 /Tl-s-ipJX+XpQj^f P4/Tl-s-i2)M + x ^ J  ... 
6 Q si
for the pure demand model.
Where d^, d2 and d^ have the same values as for the previous
chapter, and ^
s = s + i2 + x + x2
(9)
Excess demand for commodities at the stationary value of
prices is:
D1 - QP1 e e
A(l-i1) |d2(l-bh) + d3 (l-jha^j*
+ p3 |/Ci-s-i2) x + x ^ J ^ U - b h )  + d3(l-jha2)_7
- sXQ /Td2+d3)hc2 + d^ jha2-J/r |
+ E4 ^ /Tl-s-ig) M+^QjT/dp(1-bh)+d^(1- jhs^)J
- s1^ /Td2+d ) hc3 + d jha J } ^ (10)
(l) For the sake of simplicity of presentation I have neglected
the denominator of this expression. Thus the right hand
side of (10) should be divided by ^  + +
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Again we can show that if income claims are consistent 
expression (lO) will be zero.
Entrepreneurs whose prices are cost determined, charge
a price -
P1 = h(W + o2 P3 + c P4) ....(11)
and this implies a wage offer -
W = P1 - o2 P3 - P4 
h
Wage earners, receiving cost determined wages claim a
money wage -
W = P1ja1 + P^ja2 + P^ja^ .... (13)
The wage offer (equals the wage claim) arising from 
demand determined wages is -
W = P1 b ....(14)
As before, taking account of the fact that j4k3Q*k4
of all wages paid in domestic goods industries are cost determined 
are demand determined the total wage claim is -, k-Q and 3
k-jQ+k3 4
k^(P1ja1 + P^ja2 + P^ja^) 4- k ^ P 3!))
w ■ J J ----- 1...... ....3 4
Claims are consistent when (12) = (l5)> that is when -
(k3» k 4)(P1-cgP3-c3P4) . k4(P1aa1+P3ja2+P4ja3)+k3Q(P1D ) .... (16)
If we substitute for Pg in (l6) and rearrange, it is seen 
that the satisfaction of this consistency condition requires excess 
demand (from (lQ) ) to be zero.
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I I I
We have th r e e  exogenous v a r ia b le s  in  t h i s  m odel, and 
th e r e  a re  th u s  a number o f  p o s s ib le  com binations  o f  movements 
o f th e s e  e lem en ts . Each may r i s e ,  f a l l  o r  s ta y  c o n s ta n t ,  so 
t h a t  tw en tyseven  ty p e s  o f  autonomous change a re  c o n c e iv a b le . 
S e v e ra l o f th e se  c a se s  were c o n s id e re d  in  th e  p re v io u s  c h a p te r ,  
and o f th e  rem a in in g  two w i l l  be s e le c te d  to  i l l u s t r a t e  th e  
fo r c e s  a t  work. They a re  th e  c a se s  in v o lv in g  a r i s e  in  im port 
p r i c e s ,  and a r i s e  in  e x p o rt p r i c e s .
1 . In c re a s e  in  E xport P r ic e s ( P ^ ) .
Prom (8 ) i t  i s  seen  th a t  an  in c re a s e  in  ex p o rt p r ic e s  
w i l l  r a i s e  dom estic  p r ic e s  b o th  from  th e  demand s id e  and th ro u g h  
c o s t s .  The r i s e  in  e x p o rt p r ic e s  r e s u l t s  d i r e c t l y  in  an in c re a s e  
in  c o s ts  th ro u g h  th e  r i s e  in  th e  p r ic e s  o f e x p o r ta b le  m a te r ia ls  
u sed  in  dom estic  goods p ro d u c tio n  (a p V )  and i n d i r e c t l y  r a i s e s  
c o s ts  because  i t  r a i s e s  wages
I f  we b e g in  w ith  c o n s is te n c y  o f  c la im s how w i l l  th e  r i s e  
in  e x p o rt p r ic e s  a f f e c t  c o n s is te n c y ?  E x p re ss io n  (lO ) i f  eq u a ted  
to  ze ro  i s  a form o f th e  c o n s is te n c y  c o n d i t io n .  I t  can be seen  
th a t  a r i s e  in  e x p o rt p r ic e s  h as  c o n f l i c t i n g  e f f e c t s  on th e  le v e l  
o f  ex ce ss  demand o r  su p p ly  a t  s ta t io n a r y  v a lu e s .  Thus, to  th e  
e x te n t  th a t  demand i s  in c re a s e d  by th e  r i s e  ex ce ss  demand a t  s t a t ­
io n a ry  v a lu e s  w i l l  be c r e a te d ,  b u t th e  h ig h e r  th e  p ro p o r tio n  o f 
e x p o r ta b le s  used  in  dom estic  goods p ro d u c tio n  and in  th e  consumpt­
io n  o f wage e a rn e rs  th e  g r e a t e r  w i l l  be th e  ten d en cy  f o r  c o s ts  to  
r i s e ,  and f o r  ex cess  su p p ly  to  be c r e a te d .  The outcome depends
( librarv Vj
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on the relative size of these cost effects and demand effects,
The change is more likely to result in excess demand at the new
stationary value the higher are exports, other things being equal.
It will be more likely to produce excess supply the higher, other
things being equal, is the volume of potential exports consumed
at home by wage earners and used up in domestic goods production.
If the forces making for excessive claims and excess
demand dominatejthe type of inflation experienced is similar to
that described in the last chapter under the effects of a rise(2)in trade goods prices. Domestic goods price levels will be
forced above equilibria, thus rising more than they would if 
there were no cost elements in the system, and the final stages 
of the process being accompanied by excess supply.
If the demand effects dominate, the inflationary pro­
cess which follows the rise in export prices is similar to the
price rise which accompanies a rise in domestic autonomous de-(3)mand. Deficient claims lead to a failure of the system en­
tirely to eliminate excess demand with domestic prices rising 
to lower levels than would be approached if all prices and wages 
were demand determined,
2. Increase in Importables - Prices (P^),
For reasonable values of the coefficients of the system 
a rise in importables prices will result in an increase in the
(2) See p, in.
(3) See p,lOtf..
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domestic goods price level (see (8) ), partly because of the 
rises in the cost of production and in wages which will be in­
duced partly because of the increased money incomes of produc­
ers selling import substitutes, and also for the reason that 
domestic goods demand will increase because domestic goods are 
substituted for imports.
Starting from initial consistency of claims the rise 
in importables prices are likely to generate excess supply if 
importables costs form a large proportion of domestic goods 
costs, if importables are a large proportion of wage earners’ 
consumption, and if the output of import competing industries 
is small (from (lO) ). Here then we would have cost inflation 
closely allied to the case discussed under the heading M a 
rise in trade goods prices” in the preceding chapter,
A situation could be envisaged in which a rise in im­
port prices causes excess demand rather than excess supply at 
the new stationary values. However, during or after a pro­
longed period of inflation j and h would be high, and this 
alone would make such a situation improbable (see (lO) ).
Changes in profit and wage margins and in the struct­
ure of production on consumption will operate gradually to re­
duce any inconsistency which is engendered by these changes.
In the short run, however, the inconsistent claims may prolong 
excess demand (if deficient) or produce excess supply (if excess­
ive).
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CHAPTER IX
PROBLEMS OF POLICY IN AN OPEN ECONOMY,
In a closed system excessive income claims accompan­
ied by rises in demand cause two related problems. Prices and 
wages may be pushed above equilibrium levels, and if nothing is 
done to prevent or offset this excess supply will result. Con­
ventional remedy measures operating on the level of demand may 
be applied during the inflation to moderate price rises, or dur­
ing the recession to overcome excess supply. If they are app­
lied during the inflation excess supply will result from the ex­
cessive claims. If they are used in the recession it will be 
found that there is no possible increase in demand which will 
just wipe out the excess supply without causing price and wage 
rises.
Conventional remedies then are not adequate to cope 
with cost inflation. In fact if there is a tendency to prefer 
inflation to recession conventional policies become part of a 
mechanism producing continued inflation.
Flexibility of claims may be thought to be the answer 
to cost inflation. However, our analysis of Chapter V suggests 
that this may increase the tendency for prices to oscillate. 
(Nevertheless a full investigation of the effect of various 
policies in such a model has not been made.)
Manipulation of sales taxes in an attempt to moderate 
the effects of excessive claims, combined with conventional pol­
icies to combat excess demand (or supply) may be successful in
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eliminating cost inflation. Ideally it would be preferable 
to institute some form of bargaining for shares in real income 
which would prevent excessive claims from influencing the price 
level.
Has this closed economy analysis relevance to any ex­
isting economy? The policies discussed are applicable to the 
problems of inflation with excessive claims arising from dom­
estic rather than external causes.
Suppose there is excess demand and excessive claims 
in an open economy. Any reduction in the level of demand for 
domestic goods would lead to a further increase in the already 
excessive claims,^ so that policies designed to reduce claims 
must be combined with policies designed to reduce demand in or­
der completely to offset cost inflation. There is this diff­
erence in the open economy, however, that there is a possible 
rise in domestic autonomous demand which will bring claims to 
consistency.
On the other hand if excessive claims have caused a 
recession there is some justification for the view that the pro­
blem may be more amenable to solution by conventional policy in 
the open than in the closed case. A rise in autonomous domest­
ic demand in so far as it raises domestic goods prices (relative
(l) See Chapter VII equation (14)• A fall in the domestic 
goods price level will induce a more than proportionate 
fall in the wage offer and a less than proportionate fall 
in the wage claim if trade goods prices are constant. The 
lower the level at which the domestic price level is stab­
ilised the more excessive, other things being equal, will 
be the level of claims.
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to trade goods prices) will reduce claims so that claim re­
ducing policies may not be so urgently needed as in the closed 
economy. Wage claims do not rise proportionately with domest­
ic prices, but wage offers rise more than proportionately with 
domestic prices if trade goods prices remain unchanged when dom­
estic autonomous demand increases. If, however, the increase 
in demand is mainly effective in raising output to the full em­
ployment level, and does not have much effect on prices, excess­
ive claims will not be greatly moderated by the measure.
This is about the extent of the problem of cost inflat­
ion in a large country such as the United States. Her foreign 
trade is a small proportion of her national income, yet a large 
proportion of world trade. External influences are thus likely 
to have only a minor effect on the United States economy, and 
domestic inflations are more likely than imported inflations.
Even if an imported inflation became a problem domestic measures 
to combat it would be likely to result in changes in trade goods 
prices almost proportional to changes in domestic prices so that 
the problems to be discussed will not apply.
Economies such as Australia and New Zealand, and to a 
lesser extent the United Kingdom, whose export and import prices 
are not so closely related to domestic demand are likely to ex­
perience imported inflation more frequently. Moreover, when 
they do they will find greater difficulty than the United States 
in offsetting its effects.
Suppose trade goods prices are rising and it is desired 
to prevent a rise in domestic goods prices. In theory it is poss­
ible to reduce autonomous demand for domestic goods in such a way
- 125 - (2)that domestic goods prices and wages remain unaffected.'In 
practice this will he very difficult to do. If domestic goods 
prices and wages remain constant, that is if our policy is succ­
essful, wage and profit earners in these industries will suffer 
a fall in real income. Whilst the prices of the exportables and 
importables which they comsume increase their money incomes do 
not rise. This fall in real income in the face of rising real 
income in other sectors'"2 345' will engender a good deal of opposit­
ion to the policy of reducing autonomous demand. Moreover, the 
reduction in autonomous demand would almost certainly mean a 
reduction in government expenditure or an increase in taxation.
The former is always difficult and the latter is politically dan­
gerous.
All that has been said about imported inflation applies 
equally well to a pure demand or a mixed demand/cost system, ex­
cept that in the latter system some of the obstacles to reducing 
autonomous demand are explicit in the pricing mechanism.
In a mixed system money income claims are related to the 
trade goods price levels. A rise in these prices with domestic 
goods prices constant therefore will cause money income claims to 
rise, and to become excessive in real t e r m s . I f  the reduction
(2) See Chapter VII, equations (lO), (ll), (12)9 (13).
(3) While exporters’ money incomes rise the prices of the domestic 
goods which they purchase stay constant.
(4) The wage offer rises less than in proportion, whereas the wage
claims rises more than in proportion to the rise in trade 
goods prices.
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in autonomous demand is sufficient to counteract all the
expansive effects of the increase in trade goods prices excess(5)supply will result from the excessive claims.
To avoid this excess supply claims would have to be re­
duced - a difficult policy in the circumstances - or the deflat­
ionary policy would have to be reversed. Even if autonomous de­
mand is not reduced, but held constant, a process of cost inflat­
ion will result from rises in trade goods prices, leading ultim­
ately to excess supply.
The type of policy which could avoid this would require 
autonomous domestic demand to rise proportionately with trade 
goods prices so that domestic goods prices rise proportionately 
with trade goods prices and consistency of claims is maintained. 
Inflation, of course, proceeds unabated*
All this goes to show that it is difficult for a small 
country to avoid the effects of a world inflation. But it is
not impossible, for something may be achieved by export and import 
subsidies designed to reduce trade goods prices, or by, what 
amounts to the same thing, appreciation of the exchange rate.^^The 
effect would be to lower trade goods prices relative to domestic goods 
prices, thereby reducing excessive claims and making it possible
(5) If it is not cost inflation will appear with eventual excess 
supply.
(6) If our assumption that export and import prices are mainly 
determined by external factors is correct appreciation will 
lower import and export prices in terms of domestic 
currency. .
/
for manipulation of the level of demand to check price rises with-
(7)out causing excess supply.
Such measures could not be contemplated unless the bal­
ance of payments was strongly favourable and external reserves
fo\
were high. ' Moreover, if a continuing rise in trade goods 
prices occurs a succession of appreciations would be required, and 
this must eventually lead to balance of payments difficulties.
The simplest and most effective way of preventing im­
ported inflation (from the point of view of the small countries) 
would be for the large countries to impose sufficiently severe
anti-inflation measures so that price rises do not spread inter- 
unationally. Our discussion of policy in a closed economy was 
essentially concerned with the difficulties of doing this.
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(7) Export and import subsidies would create additional demand 
which would need to be offset. Appreciation, because it 
reduces incomes in trade goods industries would thereby re­
duce excess demand.
(8) The case for appreciation of the Australian pound to offset 
the postwar import and export price rises was argued by 
Professor T.W.Swan in the unpublished papers: The Anatomy of 
Inflation, Canberra, 3rd April,195^j and The Australian Post- 
War Inflation, 26th July, 1951> s.s.5* (see bibliography).
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Much of the discussion about the process of inflation has been carried out in terms of 
either purely demand or purely cost determined prices and wages. 1 Apart from the fact 
that the two approaches give conflicting results, it is often apparent that these elements 
appear in the real world not in their pure forms, but in various combinations with each 
other. Thus there have been a number of attempts to make the theory more realistic 
by combining cost and demand elements in different ways. 2 Whilst these are useful examples 
of inflationary processes, they do not have a wide application because of an element of 
arbitrariness in their choice of functions.
In this article an attempt is made to present a general model for the closed economy 
possessing a maximum of both cost and demand elements, and thus capable of being 
broken down into subsidiary models for alternative mixtures of these components. In 
the third section we shall consider the implications of this general model for the often used 
terms “ demand ” and “ cost ” inflation.
I
It is assumed that the economy is closed and is at or above full employment with a 
constant real output limited by the inelasticity of the labour supply. Labour is assumed to 
be the only factor of production. The aggregation problem is ignored so that money 
national income is defined as the volume of production multiplied by the general price level.
In order to facilitate comparison of the results with the Keynesian multiplier no 
distinction is made between the factor and the goods markets. Other assumptions emerge 
later.
Symbols
P, — The general price level, period t.
W, — The general wage level, period t.
D, — The level of aggregate money demand, period t.
Y, — The level of money national income, period t.
Q — The volume of real, full employment output.
P rice D etermination
(a) Demand determined prices : From a consideration of price theory it is possible 
to postulate that changes in prices will be determined by the amount of excess demand 
or excess supply for the good or goods in question. This gives us a function—
P, -  P'-x =  kx (D,-x -  QP,-x) (1)
change in excess demand 
price or supply
* I am indebted to Professor T. W. Swan for advice and criticism in preparing this paper.
1 Examples of demand determined systems may be found in B. Hansen : The Theory o f Inflation, 
George Allen and Unwin, London 1951 ; and of cost determined systems in F. Holzman : “ Income 
Determination in Open Inflation,” Review o f Economics and Statistics, May 1950.
2 For example see J. Duesenberry : “ The Mechanics of Inflation ” , Review o f Economics and Statistics, 
May 1950 ; C. Simkin : “ Notes on the Theory of Inflation ”, Review o f Economic Studies, 1952-3 ; R. M. 
Goodwin “ A Note on the Theory of the Inflationary Process ” , Economia Internazionale, Vol. V, 1952.
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QPt—\ is the value of supply and Dt—1 the value of demand last period (the most 
recent information available). k x is a constant representing the proportion of the reaction 
completed per time period.1 Naturally the shorter the time interval chosen the smaller 
is k v A discussion of its value both to the individual producer and in the determination 
of the general price level is included in the Appendix.
(b) Cost determined prices : If prices are determined by adding a percentage to variable 
costs of production, either because it is decided that this is the most convenient method of 
pricing, or because prices are controlled in this fashion, the price function will be, assuming 
wages are the only variable cost of production :
P, — i V j  =  k 2 (h W,—i — Pt—i) (2)
where h is unity plus the profit margin and k 2 is a coefficient determining the strength of 
the reaction. Prices rise if hWt—i >  Pt— v
(c) Demand and cost determined prices : A firm which determines its price on the 
basis of costs may be maximising long-run at the expense of short-run profits, whilst a firm 
which prices according to demand changes will maximise short-run profits, but may well 
spoil its own market for the future. Perhaps a middle course combining both cost and 
demand elements in price determination may sometimes be advisable. Thus although 
pricing with reference to a long-run normal profit margin a producer may shade his price 
somewhat to take account of the state of the market. For example his cost adjustment 
may seem a necessary step to take to keep in line with other firms in his industry whilst a 
further demand adjustment will provide an opportunity to exploit the market. The two 
adjustments will be additive and the price function will have the form :
Pi — p <-1 =  k 1 (/),_! -  Q P .-J  +  k 2 (h Wt—X -  P . - J  (3)
k x and k 2 representing the weights attached to each element in price determination.
Equation (3) represents demand pricing when k 2 becomes so small that it can be neglec­
ted, and cost pricing when k 1 becomes negligible. Thus every producer has a function 
such as (3), and by adding them together for all producers in the economy an aggregate 
price relationship of the same form as equation (3) is obtained. This aggregate price 
amounts to a fixed weight index of the three sets of prices corresponding to the three 
methods of price determination.2 The constants k 1 and k 2 may be regarded as depending 
on the proportion of producers using each type of pricing as well as on their speeds of 
reaction.
W age D etermination
(a) Demand determined wages : A plausible wage function is :
W, — W ,-x =  k 3 (£>,_! — QP,-X) (4)
where k 3 is the speed of reaction of wages per unit time period to excess demand for com­
modities.
(Z>) Cost determined wages : Wages will be determined according to some index of 
the “ cost of living ” when either they are legally fixed (as a minimum) in that way and
1 It is similar to the “ speeds of adjustment ” used by Samuelson in his examination of the stability 
of multiple markets. P. A. Samuelson : Foundations o f Economic Analysis, Harvard University Press 
Cambridge, 1953, page 271.
3 It would be possible to introduce three separate price levels explicitly into the analysis. If this were 
done and the distribution of production and demand amongst the three price categories were fixed the 
prices could be combined in a fixed weight index and the resulting equilibrium values would be the same 
as in the text.
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producers wish to pay no more than minimum wages, or when trade union pressure brings 
some such agreement into force. The function :
W, -  Wt—i =  k 4 {jP ,-x — Wt—i) (5)
will be the form of such methods of wage determination, j  being the legally fixed or agreed 
proportion that wages should bear to prices, and /c4 being a constant representing the speed 
with which the adjustments are made.
(c) Demand and cost determined wages : If a producer feels that /c4 {jP t—i — Wt—i) 
is a wage adjustment which he must make in order not to lose labour to his competitors 
he will not regard this adjustment as affecting his demand for additional labour. Thus if 
he is interested in increasing his output (knowing perhaps that he must do so at the expense 
of his competitors) he will also make a further adjustment in accordance with his excess 
demand. His wage function will thus be :
W, — Wt—! = k 3 ( A - i  — QP,-x) +  k t (j P — W t-J . (61 
Equation (6) can also be regarded as the aggregate wage function for the economy, i.e., the 
result of the summation of equations (4), (5) and (6) for every producer. The total values 
of k 3 and k t will thus depend on the proportions of each type of reaction in the aggregate 
wage function, as well as on the strength of individual reactions.
M odel I
P, — P , - x =  k x ( D t- x  —  QPt-x) +  k 3 (hWt—x —  P<-1) (7)
Wt -  W,—x =  k 3 (D,—x — QP'-i) +  k x (jP ,-x  -  Wt-x) (8)
D, =  A +  (1 — s) Y, =  A +  (1 — s) Q P, (9)
Equation (9) gives us an expression for aggregate demand. A is the money demand for 
consumption and investment goods which is not directly related to the level of national 
income, but is determined by some exogenous factors such as government policy, the 
level of liquid assets or the state of the new issue market, interacting with the general state 
of expectations. It is treated as an exogenous variable because making it endogenous 
would require a much more elaborate and profound discussion than is attempted here, 
and because the mechanism of inflation can readily be understood by considering a single 
shift in A. (If A were to vary proportionately with the price level there would be an 
indefinite cumulative process such as results, in the Wicksellian system, from the assumption 
of a perfectly elastic monetary system.) Thus 1—s is the proportion of income devoted 
directly to consumption and to investment demand. sY t then is Keynesian savings 
(equalling investment ex post) only when the investment content of 1—s is zero.
The system resolves into the difference equation :
P t—  j 2  — ( kxQs +  k 2 +  A-4) J  P,-x
+  | l  — {kxQs +  k 2 +  A4) +  sQ{kxkt + k 2k 3h) +  k 2k t (1 —jh)
=  A (A]A4 +  k 2k 3h)
The equilibrium value of price (Pe) is :
__________ A (kxkx +  k2k 3h)______
e Qs {kxkx +  k2k 3h) +  k2k t (1 — jh) 
and that for wages is :
w  =  ______ A (kxkx j +  k 2k 3)_______  1
Qs(kxkt +  k2k 3h) +  k2k 4( 1 — jh)
PI— 2
( 10)
( 1 1 )
( 12)
1 The existence of fixed elements p and w in the determination of prices and wages would add a term 
+p and a term +w to the equilibrium for prices and wages, respectively.
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For the roots of the characteristic equation of (10) to be real (no long period oscil­
lations), at least the larger root positive (no dominant one period oscillations) and less 
than unity (convergence), it is necessary and sufficient that :
0 <  sQikikt +  k2k 3h) +  k2k t(l — jh) <  — <  ji (13)
A second positive root requires the further condition :
sQ(k1k t +  k 2k 3h) +  £2£4( 1 — jh) >  k rQs +  k 3 +  — 1 (14)
An idea of the values of the reaction coefficients for which the system is stable may be 
obtained from the following numerical example. The values in the table are obtained by 
assuming s =  0-45, h — 2, Q — 1, and jh =  1, and that all the k  coefficients are equal. 
This last assumption is of course unreal, but it greatly simplifies the examination and may 
not materially affect the nature of the conclusions. The table shows the roots of the 
characteristic equation that may be derived from (10), for different values of the k 's.
k
(1)
1-50
(2)
1-00
(3)
0-75
(4)
0-50
(5)
0-10
larger
(absolute)
root
—1-420 —0-613 +0-372 +0-582 +0-910
smaller
(absolute)
root
—0-255 +0-163 —0-210 +0-193 +0-846
Case (1) is explosive with one period oscillations ; case (2) converges, but with one period 
oscillations ; case (3) converges with minor initial one period oscillations ; whilst cases 
(4) and (5) involve a non-oscillatory approach to equilibrium. That the values of the reac­
tion coefficients will normally be of the order of cases (4) and (5) is shown in the Appendix. 
Thus in what follows we shall assume that (13) and (14) are fulfilled.
1 Condition (13) involves an amalgamation of the five inequalities :
(a) sQ (ktk t +  k2k3h) -f  k 2kt (1 — jh) >  0
(b) sQ (kLkt +  k2k3h) +  k2kt (1 — jh) <  kx Qs +  k2 +  kt
(c) sQ (k\k\ +  k2k3h) +  k2kt (1 — jh) >  2 (k1 Qs +  k t +  kt) — 4
(d) sQ (* ,* 4  +  k tk3h) +  kakt (1 — jh) <  {kl Qs + 4* a +  ki)1
(e) ki Qs +  k 2 +  ki <  2
(a), (b) and (c) are the conditions for stability, whilst (e) ensures that one period oscillations are not dominant, 
and if (d) is fulfilled longer period oscillations are absent.
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With jh equal to unity expression (11) reduces to :
Pe  =  j r (15)
Q s
QPe  =  Y .  =  - (16)
which is analogous to the Keynesian multiplier expression. As we shall see later, (15) 
is the same as the equilibrium price which may be derived from a purely demand determined 
system. Moreover it can be shown that substituting (15) in the expression for excess 
demand :
Dt — QP, (17)
makes it zero. The reason why making jh =  1 ensures equilibrium with aggregate excess 
demand zero can be seen from equation (7) and (8). Suppose excess demand is zero ; 
prices will be stable provided h W,—1 =  Pl—1 from (7) and j  Pi— x =  Wt—X from (8), that is 
if jh  =  l .1
When jh is greater than unity prices move to a stationary value which is above that 
reached when jh =  1 (see expression (11)), and which necessarily involves excess supply.2 
A situation involving stationary prices and excess supply cannot be a permanent equili­
brium and thus at some stage the price and wage functions must break down. There are 
three ways in which this may occur. Before excess supply develops wage and/or profit 
earners may realise that the excessive income claims implied by jh  being greater than unity 
will produce excess supply and will modify these claims so that jh  falls to unity and prices 
and wages stop rising when excess demand becomes zero. Another possibility is that it 
may be necessary for some excess supply to develop before income claims are reduced to a 
level consistent with a demand equilibrium. If income claims are not reduced by the 
excess supply entrepreneurs’ stocks must pile up, and as this cannot continue indefinitely 
they must eventually lower prices and/or wages and/or output. If there is no increase 
in autonomous demand A at this stage a downturn could well be precipitated. If it rises 
everyone’s behaviour is justified and prices and wages begin to rise again.
If income claims are excessive and rigid, monetary policy and fiscal policy used to 
reduce A, or to hold A constant, would turn inflation into unemployment. To avoid 
this it would be necessary to reduce profit margins and/or real wage claims. (In a model 
which included ad valorem indirect taxation as an element of price, a reduction in the tax 
rates might be used to achieve the same effect.)
An equilibrium below that for jh =  1 is approached if jh <  l. It must involve aggre­
gate excess demand and presumably changes in the constants of our system, e.g., rises in 
j  and h, which will gradually bring the system to equilibrium.
1 This condition in fact ensures that the income claims of those using cost determined prices and wages 
are consistent. In a purely cost determined system it ensures that prices, once determined, have no tendency 
to move.
2 When jh is very large a previously stable system can become explosive. A stable system non- 
oscillatory system will approach equilibrium faster when jh >  1 than when jh is unity.
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Thus inconsistency of income claims will cause prices to under or over shoot a demand 
equilibrium. Excess supply will tend to appear when total claims are excessive, and unless 
these claims are voluntarily reduced they will be reduced ex post by a recession in employ­
ment. Deficiency of claims implies excess demand in a situation in which prices according 
to the model are stationary, and this excess demand (in the absence of autonomous changes) 
can only be removed by an upward revision of claims.
Only when income claims are consistent (jh =  1) is there a true equilibrium with 
stable prices and neither excess supply nor excess demand.
II
By assuming the absence of some elements of cost or demand in price and/or wage 
determination, nine possible combinations of demand and cost elements for the economy 
as a whole may be distinguished.1 The models based on these combinations and their 
stationary values are contained in the table below. Thus, for example, model IV is found 
by substituting zero for k 3 in equation (7) model I. Stability conditions may be found 
by substituting zero for the k  or k 's concerned into expressions (13) and (14).
When jh is unity model II has values Pe
A_
Qs
We =  — whilst those for model IV 
Qsh
are Pe As with model I consistent income claims lead to an equilibrium
in which aggregate excess demand is zero.
The detail and plausibility of the situations envisaged in models II-IX is left to the 
reader, but there are several general points which are worth making here.
1. In every model except VI aggregate demand equilibrium will be approached provided 
that in models, I, II and IV jh is unity. These three models contain demand determined 
prices and/or wages as well as cost determined prices and wages. They are thus subject 
to a cost/price spiral in addition to demand influences. The values approached by prices 
and wages in model VI have, of course, no relation to demand, as this model describes 
the pure cost/price spiral.
2. In those models, again with the exception of model VI, in which cost elements 
appear in both prices and wages inconsistency of income claims leads to a tendency towards 
excess demand or supply at the end of the inflationary process.
Stationary Values : Models 1-1X
1 Compare R. Turvey’s presentation of combinations of demand and cost elements, “ Some Aspects 
of the Theory of Inflation in a Closed Economy” , Economic Journal, Vol. 61, 1951. Turvey’s analysis 
does not admit a general price or wage level containing both demand and cost elements. His general price 
and wage levels are thus either purely cost or purely demand determined with the result that only four types 
of inflation are possible. These are similar to models VI to IX.
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Model P e t v .
I Price D/C
2^> ^3»
Wage D/C
A(k1ki +  k2k3h) A k ik J  +  k2k3)
Qsikxki +  k2k3h) +  k2k3{ \—jh) Qsikjii +  k2k3h) +  k2kt{\—jh)
II Price C 
k* — o
Ak3h A k3
Wage D/C Qs k3h +  kA (1 — jh) Qsk3h +  k3 (1 — jh)
III Price D 
k2 =  0 
Wage D/C
A
Qs
Aj
Qs
IV Price D/C 
k  — 0
A kx A k j
Wage C Qs kx +  k2 (1 —  jh) Qs *1 4- k2 (1 — jh)
V Price D/C 
k — 0
A A
Wage D Qs Qsh
VI Price C 
kr —  k3 =  0 
Wage C
oo — jh >  1 
0 — jh <  1
co — j h >  1 
0 — jh <  1
VII Price C 
k^  —  k. —  0
A A
Wage D Qs Qsh
VIII Price D
k —  k~ —  0
A Aj
Wage C 0 s Qs
IX Price D 
k2 =  kt =  0 
Wage D
A
Qs
The equilibrium depends on 
the initial relation of prices 
to wages.
( a )  C—cost elements; D—demand elements ; D/C—both demand and cost elements enter into price or 
wage determination.
3. The distribution of income varies from one model to another. The ratio
W '
gives the share of wages in national income. For models II, V and VII it is— and for
h
III, IV, and VIII it is j. Thus, where the only cost element is in prices, the entrepreneurs’
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desired share is certain to be satisfied, and where the only cost element is in wages, the wage 
earners’ desired share is certainly satisfied. In the full model :
That is, wage earners claims for a particular share in income and entrepreneurs’ offers of 
a share to wage earners are reconciled by a process which results in wage earners receiving 
a weighted average of the two views of what wages should be. The weights are the price 
and wage coefficients. Profit earners’ share of national income is similarly decided. 
Only when jh =  1 do they simultaneously realize their desired shares.
In the pure cost case the value approached by prices and wages is either zero or 
infinity unless jh =  1 when both shares claimed will be met. In the pure demand case the 
distribution of income is independent of income claims and reflects demands for goods 
and for labour.
We may define demand inflation as the price rise and/or wage rise brought about by 
A —i being greater than QPt—i, and cost inflation as the price rise brought about by h W,—1 
being greater than Pt—\ and/or the wage rise resulting from an excess of jPt—\ over Wt— j. 
As these terms are often used in discussions about inflation it is as well to spell out their 
precise meaning in the models. Beacuse the relationships of the model are derived from 
accepted economic hypothesis, conclusions about the nature of these terms should hold 
widely.
Cost inflation and demand inflation in their pure forms exist only in models VI and IX 
respectively. In the other models the inflation is a complex mixture of the two factors. 
Basically there are two types of plans which may be in excess of real opportunities to meet 
them ; expenditure plans for real consumption and real investment which if in excess of 
real output lead to excess demand, and real income claims by wage and salary earners and 
by entrepreneurs which may lead to cost inflation exerting an effect additional to the demand 
inflation if they are in excess of real income, {jh >  1). In an actual process it would be 
extremely difficult to isolate the two elements, but the terms do have use as indicating the 
causes behind the process.
It may be noted in passing that pure cost inflation can only take place without the 
accompaniment of excess demand to the extent that entrepreneurs are prepared to 
allow stocks to pile up. When stocks are too high further cost inflation will produce un­
employment.
Excessive income claims and excess demand imply cost inflation and demand inflation. 
Deficient income claims and excess demand must therefore imply cost deflation and demand 
inflation, for costs are exerting a downward pressure on prices and wages. Admittedly 
deficiency of income claims is an unlikely case when inflation becomes advanced, but it 
could well exist for mild doses.
kfli  +  kjcfl
( 18)
III
Canberra. J . D .  PlTCHFORD.
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APPENDIX
The Values of the Reaction Coefficients
The range of values in which these coefficients may lie will be at a maximum if the 
time period chosen is sufficiently long to allow the full reaction to the excess demand or 
the changing cost conditions to be made. Thus the values are investigated for the most 
part in the context of such a time interval.
All these coefficients will be complex mixtures of technical and psychological deter­
minants. We shall be content to point out some of the more important factors which 
tend to limit their values.
(1) k v  Suppose an entrepreneur is initially selling Qx units at a price Px. There 
is then a general increase in demand which is of the same proportion for all products. 
He now finds that at the price P x he could sell 0 3 units. If he is unable to expand his out­
put above Qx, and realises that this is so, he can raise his price without any fear of retali­
ation provided he does not try to increase the value of his sales above PXQ2.
P  2 0 1  =  P 1 0 2
Subtracting PXQX from both sides of the expression :
P* - P i -  ^  ( P i Q t - P i Q J  (i)
Comparing this with equation (1) of the text it can be seen that k x has a maximum of 
~  ; a greater rise in price would result in the entrepreneur losing some of his share of the
market. The lower limit will be zero, and will involve the entrepreneur in trying to meet 
all the excess demand by increasing output.
As used in equation (7) k x is the sum of individual producers’ reaction coefficients. 
The price level in this equation amounts to a general price index, and thus k x must involve 
an element representing the proportion of producers, weighted by their output, using 
demand pricing. As the reaction coefficients are held constant throughout the inflationary 
process we must be using fixed weights in the summation of the three types of prices. When 
we consider k x for the whole economy its value will thus be less than for an individual 
producer if demand pricing is not the only type of pricing in use.
k x may reflect an allowance for cautiousness. For instance, the more frequently a 
producer reviews his price, or the more uncertain he is about the future course of demand, 
the larger (other things being equal) will this allowance be, and the smaller will be k x.
Many other influences would be at work to determine the value of k x, but it should 
in general be within the limits set.
(2) k 3. As with k x it is impossible to be precise about its magnitude, but limits 
can be set and some important determinants indicated. Suppose a producer faced with 
excess demand decides to meet it purely by expanding output. Suppose also that his
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estimate of the elasticity of supply of labour is incorrect, and it is, in fact, zero. If h is
unity plus his normal profit margin he will allocate - (A —i — QPt—i) towards hiring
h
more labour. His extra demand for labour will succeed in adding an amount :
Q W t — QW,—1 =  -h (A -1  -  QP,-r) (ii)
to his wage bill without securing additional labour. Comparing this with equation (4),
it can be seen that k 3 has a maximum of — .
Another viewpoint which incidently justifies an assumption of realized zero elasticity 
of supply to the firm, is to suppose the trade unions are aware of and take advantage of the 
excess demand for labour. By collective bargaining or some such means they raise wages 
to an equilibrium level without waiting for the market process to do it. This equilibrium 
level will be something like that shown in (ii).
If the entrepreneur realises that the elasticity of the supply of labour to him is zero 
k 3 should be zero. If the elasticity of the labour supply to him is, in fact, infinite and 
he realises this k 3 would again be zero for there would be no necessity to increase wages
in order to hire additional labour. Thus k 3 is less than —  to the extent that his elasticity
of supply of labour is greater than zero, and to the extent that he is aware that this elasticity 
is not infinite.
k 3 in equation (8) is the result of the summation of individual reaction coefficients. 
It is thus smaller than it would be to the individual producer to the extent that not all wages 
are demand determined. It will also involve a margin for cautiousness, and will vary with 
the length of the time interval used in the analysis.
(3) k 2. As well as being the proportion of producers using cost pricing this element 
represents the ability of the cost pricer to maintain his normal profit. It will be at a 
maximum of unity for the individual producer when the full reaction is completed in one 
unit time period, unless he is also adjusting price to demand changes, in which case it will 
have a maximum less than unity. For the economy as a whole it becomes a fraction of 
unity if some prices are demand determined.
(4) k x. This constant, like k 2, is smaller than unity to the extent that the full 
reaction is not completed within a unit time period and to the extent that there are 
demand as well as cost based wages being paid.
Central Banking after Bagehot
By R. S. SAYERS 18s. net
The twentieth century has seen a great increase in the number of central banks, 
and their developing techniques have been increasingly interesting to economists. 
In this volume of papers Professor Sayers discusses some aspects of the subject, 
especially in the light of English experience since Bagehot’s classic Lombard 
Street. Among the papers included is a detailed review, not hitherto available 
in English, of Bank Rate policy in the twentieth century. Other items primarily 
relating to the Bank of England are concerned with its constitutional position, 
its open-market operations, and its control over the volume of bank deposits. 
The possibilities of central banking in under-developed countries form the 
subject of three lectures, not previously published. Two essays, on the theoretical 
basis of central banking and on reserve ratios, have been written specially for 
this volume.
United States Imports and World Trade
By HENRY G. AUBREY 21s. net
This book makes a new approach to the solution of “ the dollar problem ” , by 
examining in detail the prospects of greater American imports over the next 
twenty years. The author, himself an American, shows convincingly that the 
rise is likely to be much greater than has been commonly assumed. His book 
is divided into two parts. In the first he outlines the general economic con­
clusions and the conditions for a redistribution of the additional dollar supply to 
Britain and other traditional deficit areas. In the second he presents the evidence 
on which his estimates are based ; it consists of studies of the major American 
import commodities, in a form suitable for consultation by economists and 
business men alike.
Reflections on International Administration
By A. LOVEDAY 42s. net
How to maintain efficiency and a good morale in a staff recruited from the 
four quarters of the globe, how to promote agreement and stimulate con­
structive imagination among the states members of an international organization 
—these are the questions with which this book deals. The author considers 
these questions from the point of view of a responsible international official 
and advocates a policy of administrative liberalism and the creation of a real 
international civil service rather than of rigid controls and the recruitment of 
narrow specialists. He urges governments to establish machinery to view 
problems objectively before entering upon negotiations, insists on the need 
for co-ordinating the activities of the numerous institutions that have been 
set up and of establishing a financial system which will afford a real incentive 
to economy. In marshalling his evidence he draws mainly on the record of the 
UN and the larger specialized agencies and in part on his own twenty-five 
years’ experience as an international official.
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